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ABSTRACT

In the November 1966 Washington P ost article, “What It’s Like to be a Colored
Woman,” Louise D. Stone stated that “There are two kinds o f females in this country —
colored women and white ladies. Colored women are maxis, cooks, taxi drivers, crossing
guards, schoolteachers, welfare recipients, bar maids and the only time they become ladies
is when they are cleaning ladies.” Beginning in the early 1940s m Las Vegas, African
American women became the domestic woric force o f the glamorous strip. They
dominated the “back-of the-house” jobs for several decades. The back-of-the-house is the
invisible housekeeping area o f the hotel that enqiloys maids, housemen, inspectors, and
linen room workers and is supervised by an executive housekeeper. This research studied
these women by investigating their migration to Las Vegas from small towns in the South
and researching their working environment. Oral interviewing was the methodology used
to conduct this study.
Blacks from two small towns in the South, Fordyce, Aricansas and Tallulah,
Louisiana, composed about one half o f the migrants o f the World War n era. Their
journeys were conqxared to the migrants o f the Great Migration through the works o f
Carter G. W oodson (A Century o f Negro M igration), Florette Henri {Black M igration:
M ovement North, 7900-/920), and James Grossman (Larw/ o f Hope: Chicago, Black
Southerners, and the Great M igration). They came to Las Vegas for work. Black men

3.1X
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were beckoned by the Basic Magnesium plant in Henderson and women by the gaming
industry.
This thesis examined black women’s participation in the Culinary W oikers Union,
Local 226 by comparing Las Vegas with blacks in organized labor activities in other cities
in the West. The research o f Quintard T a^or (The Forging o f a Black Comnnmity:
Seattle’s Central D istrictfrom 1870 through the C ivil Rights Era), Albert Broussard
{Black San Francisco: The Struggle fo r Racial Equality in the West, I90(f~I954), and
Gretchen Lemke-Santangelo {Abiding Courage: African American Women and the East
Bay Community) was used for this purpose. The Culinary Union was a major force in the
working lives o f African American women. (Quintard Taylor found an ambivalence in
Seattle’s black community’s views o f labor unions. In Las Vegas black women were
strong union supporters. Their membership in the Local 226 provided excellent benefits,
good wages, prestige, and power.
Additional migrants entered the city when the Moulin Rouge, the first integrated
gaming establishment, opened in 1955. One o f the goals of this paper was to prove that
these new migrants caused the city’s racial discrimination policies to change. These
migrants w ere professional people who started the first black newspaper, produced the
first black television show, and entered the casinos and hotels through the front door
becoming dancers, cocktails waitresses, and executives.
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CHAPTERl

INTRODUCTION
“Come on out here, thty’re givmg away money; eight dollars a day and woridng in the
shade.”^ That’s how Lucille Bryant persuaded her friends and relatives in Tallulah,
Louisiana, to join her in Las Vegas. Employment opportunities for African American
women in Tallulah were located in cotton fields and in white homes. Lucille earned two
dollars and fifty cents per day choppmg cotton during hot summer days. She earned only
five dollars per week cooking, taking care o f the children, cleaning, and ironing for white
families but could depend on that wodc in all seasons. When Lucille arrived in Las Vegas
in 1953, the jobs available to her were still categorized as domestic work but the intensity
o f the labor and the benefits fium the employment differed from her previous jobs in
Tallulah. Depending upon the job location, ten to fourteen rooms had to be cleaned in an
eight-hour shift but the ironing, cooking, and child care were nonexistent. In addition to
changed standards, the post-war emergence o f the Culinary Union provided security,
advancement, adequate wages phis gratuities, and more leisure time.
Las Vegas included black women in the economic prosperity o f the World W ar n era,
not in the war industry, but in the lucrative hotel operations o f the gaming industry.
Hotels and casinos experienced enormous growth as the population increased due to jobs
made available by the war. Nevada, though sparsely populated, received numerous federal
‘ Interview with Lucille Biyant, Las Vegas, Nevada, 13 December 1995.
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installations o f war related enterprises. Some o f these were the Basic Magnesium plant in
Henderson, Nellis Air Force Base founded in 1941 as an Army Air Corps gunnery school.
Steed Air Force Base near Reno, a naval air station in Fallon, an army air base in
Tonopah, and a naval ammunition depot near Hawthorne.^ Job seekers poured into
Nevada and among them were many African Americans.
In 1940, there were 178 blacks in Las Vegas. However, by 1955, two years after
Lucille’s arrival that number had grown to 15,000. A major portion o f that mcrease came
from two small towns in the South: Fordyce, Arkansas and Tallulah, Louisiana.^ This
research investigates this migration which continued into the 1960s and beyond.
Interviews conducted with women from these towns as well as from other parts o f the
country gives a human quality to this migration. Women interviewees who were selected
had worked or are presently woddng within the gaming industry, either in a casmo or in a
hotel
Afiican American migration from the South did not begin in 1940 but started during
slavery as blacks stole away in the night. This trickle increased when slavery ended and
turned into a steady flow just prior to World War I which became the era o f the Great
Migration. The destinations were urban areas in the Northeast and the Midwest Twentyfive years later when the World War H migration ensued, destinations included cities in the
West. Las Vegas was one o f those western cities. To tell the story o f the African
American women in Las Vegas today, it is necessary to study these major migratory
movements within the black community. Carter G. Woodson who wrote A Century o f

~Russell R. Elliott, History o f Nevada (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1987), 310-313.
^ Jean Norton, “Folks from Fordyce,” Nevadan, Sunday, 3 February 1985, 6L. and Eugene P. Moefaring,
Resort City in the Sunbelt: Las Vegas, 1930-1970 (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 1989), 184.
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Negro M igration in 1918 realized the importance o f the migration process as it was
happenmg and wrote that it would prove to be the most significant event in black life since
the Civil War. He was one o f the 6 s t historians to document the exodus o f the Great
Migration
Migration history does not seem to have any particular schools o f thought but more o f
a cumulative progression o f fiicts as successive historians studied the phenomenon and
contributed additional findings that were not in opposition to those who had conducted
earlier studies. Three recognizable themes do emerge however; The Great Migration or
World War I era movement to the Northeast and Midwest, Westward migration, and the
role o f women in the overall process. Three books, fi’om the many volumes published
about the Great Migration, will be discussed to preserve the flow o f history into the World
War n era. These books were selected because they are excellent representations o f the
massive work conducts by many dedicated historians o f this World War I period. Carter
G. Woodson’s A Century o f Negro M igration, Florette Henri’s B lack M igration:
M ovement North, 1900-1920, and James R. Grossman’s Land o f Hope: Chicago Black
Southerners, and the Great M igration present the overarching concepts necessary to
articulate Afiican American migration history.
Woodson introduced the concepts o f “pushes” and “pulls” to explain why blacks left
the South and why they were drawn to move to a particular urban area. He argued that
the usual charge, “that the Negro is naturally migratory is not true. ...but has an urgent
need to escape undesirable conditions.”^ Some o f the reasons delineated by Woodson,

■*Carter G. Woodson, A Century o f Negro Migration (New York: Russell & Russell, 1969, first pub. in
1918), 121.
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lack o f opportunities and low wages especially, were stfll on the list o f pushes o f the
migrants in the World W ar H era.
Florette Henri’s book. Black M igration: M ovement North, 1900-1920 explamed how
blacks went from a state o f invisibility in 1900 to a visible and audible presence
everywhere in national life by 1920.^ She added the feet that the exodus was imbued with
religious fervor. Many believed that this was a God inspired way out o f oppression.^
This book is not confined to one geographical area but tells the story o f the black
experience in Philadelphia, New York, Boston, and Chicago. Neither is it confeied to the
male experience but includes the most comprehensive coverage o f women within the time
period covering the Great Migration and World War I. She expanded the urban work
sphere o f women from just domestic work, prostitution, and taking in boarders to include
professional occupations. Henri compiled statistics that showed black women in positions
which included 160 physicians, 7 dentists, 10 lawyers, 164 ministers, 1,185 musicians, 13,
525 teachers and assorted journalists, writers, and artists.^ She dispelled many o f the dire
warnings o f sociologist, E. Franklin Frazier, who had written that “the Great h^gration
resulted in the uprooting o f southern black rural folk from a moral (even if paternalistic
and racist) order, which ensured the stability o f black families as viable mechanisms in the
progress o f the race.”* Henri presented a convincing argument to Frazier’s warnings by

* Florette Henri, Black Migration: Movement North, 1900-1920 (Garden City, NY: Anchor Press /
Doubleday, 1975), viL
®Ibid., 59.
' Ibid., 34.
^Joe William Trotter, Jr., ed.. The Great Migration in Ifistorical perspective (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1991), 9.
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describing the roles of the church, community organizations, and women’s groups as
positive forces within the urban black neighborhoods.
The third book published in 1989 was the classic, Larul o f Hope: Chicago. Black
Southerners, and the Great M igration by James R. Grossman. He affirmed that the act
o f migrating allowed African Americans, for the first time, to p a rtic ^ te in America as
true citizens without the harsh regulations imposed by racial protocols. The book was
written to prove that ‘I f enlightened southerners... believed that the Negro will accept in
the white man’s country the place assigned him by the white man, the Great Migration
represents a refusal by one half million black southerners to cooperate.”’ This was the
underlying theme behind many o f the fxevious migration studies, but Grossman
conceptualized the idea and solidified it. And like historians o f the past, some o f those in
the 1990s would continue this tradition expanding it with new examples. He included the
contributions and experiences o f women probably reflecting the influence made by the
women’s movement o f the 1970s.
Grossman’s book is definitely the major woric in Great Migration history. He added
yet another dimension to the role o f wometL In many Mississippi towns women were in
the forefront o f organizing migration chibs which functioned as vehicles that organized
groups o f people, collected their passage and a fee, and handled all o f the arrangements
for the trip.^*’ Women became successful business entrepreneurs as a result o f this activity.
The role o f Ida B. Wells, newspaper owner and political activist, was also enqihasized.
She assisted migrants by establishing the Negro Fellowshq) League which maintained a

’ James R. Grossman, Land o f Hope: Chicago Biack Southerners, and the Great Migration (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1989), 38.
10Grossman, Land o f Hope. 97.
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lodging house, employment agency, and reading room for recent arrivals." Women were
included throughout Grossman’s research, especially their employment endeavors. Unlike
women in Las Vegas, these women lacked leverage in their domestic employment and
could only remedy unfevorable conditions by changing employers."
The Great Migration, World War I, and the Roaring Twenties were followed by the
Great Depression which was eased by enq>loyment provkled because o f the advent o f
World W ar H. Blacks poured out o f the South again but traveled westward as well as to
the destinations o f the World War I era. And like the migration to the Northeast and
Midwest, a few African American trailblazers had come West earlier. Two 1980
monographs told the story o f early black settlers to Oregon and San Francisco, California:
A Peculiar Paradise: A History o f Blacks in Oregon, 1788-1940 by Elizabeth McLagan
and Pioneer Urbanites: A Social and Cultural H istory o f Black San Francisco by
Douglas Henry Daniels. McLagan who is not black, used oral interviews to allow “the
past to speak for itself.” She balanced the personal accounts with all the state level
legislation enacted beginning with the Exclusion Laws in 1844. She included black
women who wodced as prostitutes, waitresses, and dancers as well as stenographers,
probation officers, teachers, and the first woman to practice law. The influence and
importance o f black women’s chibs were also enqihasized."
Daniels approached his task differently and focused on a more narrow area thus
leading the way o f the monographs o f the 1990s. Daniels researched the black elite in the

" Ibid.. 141.
Ibid.. 196.
Elizabeth McLagan, A Peculiar Paradise: A History o f Blacks in Oregon, 1788-1940 (Portland: The
Georgian Press, 1980), 119-20.
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nineteenth century. Because o f the great cost to travel to San Francisco, the trip was not
undertaken by very many members o f the woridng class. This book provkled the roots
and the structure for future urban western African American history and for urban black
women’s history as w ell Daniels was quite aware o f the unique female experience and
even though his study is an investigation o f the elite, he included women who added to the
household income by taking m boarders, sewing, and dressing hair in their homes. He
included the contributions o f women along with those o f identifiable men by highlighting,
among others, Maya Angelou who mtegrated the workforce on streetcars and Mary Ellen
Pleasant, an ex-slave who became a wealthy businesswoman and philanthropist. Women
remained a positive force throughout the book and he concluded their accounts by stating
that “in the 1940s, 53% o f Blacks in San Francisco were female

This differed from the

figures for San Francisco in the nmeteenth century, and in the 1930s, when men were in
the majority. Thus Black San Francisco acquired a feminine cast, making it more like
Oakland and Los Angeles. ”'*
Afiican American migration studies regarding the westernmost portions o f the country
were scarce but the final decade o f the century tilted the focus with three monographs, one
set in Seattle and two in northern Califomia. In 1993 Blcu:k San Francisco: The Struggle
fo r Racial Equality in the West, 1900-1954 by Albert S. Broussard appeared. Douglas
Daniels had written a social history o f blacks in the nineteenth century and Broussard
continued the story o f this major western city into the twentieth century. Stories o f the
struggles o f Afiican Americans during the first half o f the 1900s had previously been set

'■*Douglass Heniy Daniels, Pioneer Urbanites: A Social and Cultural History o f Black San Francisco
(Philadelphia: Temple IMversity Press, 1980), 168.
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in the South. This expansion o f black history into the West was enlightening.
Additionally, Broussard chose to teU the story from the voice o f the black middle class and
to do it in an oral history tradition. He described many incklents o f racial discrhnination
but confined his coverage to strong, mtelh'gent leaders o f that community. He humanized
San Francisco blacks by including thefr wise and unwise choices, battles for the limited
power available to them, and bickering over leadership positions in community
organizations.
The approach taken by Quintard T a^or in The Forging o f a Black Community:
Seattle’s Central D istrictfrom 1870 through the C ivil Rights Era included all classes as
well as other racial groups. The political agenda o f black Seattle coupled with a strong
sense o f cultural identity led that author to conclude that the black community was forged
by a set o f common ethos, a “guiding complex o f beliefr” which reflected the
psychological boundaries o f the community." Black Seattlites shared their culture
through their churches, social chibs, sports, nightclubs, and fraternal organizations. These
were areas o f their greatest achievements and successes unlike the Asian communities that
they are conqiared to and interacted with daily.
Both Broussard and Taylor completed the migration process quickly and devoted their
research almost entirely to community development. Gretchen Lemke-Santangelo, on the
other hand, opted to develop the migration process in her book. Abiding Courage:
African American M igrant Women and the East Bay Community. The first three o f seven
chapters were dedicated to the various aspects o f the move west. But her concentration

Quintard Tajior, The Forging ofa Black Community: Seamle’s Central Districtfrom 1870 through the
C/v/7/;;gA&£ra (Seattle: Univeisity of Washington Press, 1994), 135.
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on the migration process is not the sole purpose o f the book. Lemke-Santangelo
introduced the issues o f race, class, and gender to tell the story o f African American
community building.

the racially hostile climate o f the East Bay, where established

white and black residents regarded migrants as unassimilable guest woricers, migrant
women made homes for their families, helped other migrants find jobs and housmg,
founded community-supporting institutions, and organized other newcomers to demand
better schools, housing, jobs, and recreational facilities.”"
Broussard’s primary issues were also race, class and gender. The stories o f black
women are so well intertwined with those o f men that the book could be used as a major
source for the study o f Afiican American women in the West. Racial discrimination is an
ever present force but class is the paramount issue o f the three. Elite blacks in San
Francisco set a high standard fijr the middle and working classes to emulate thus creating
tension among the groups.
Taylor focused on race, gender, and culture. Job acquisition was based on gender and
racial classifications. All o f the minorities groups —Afiican Americans, Chinese,
Japanese, and Filipino —used their individual cultural mores to cope with political,
housing, and educational issues.
This trilogy o f books forms a strong model for the urban school o f Afiican American
history in the West. They form a nexus to which this thesis o f black female migration to
Las Vegas deserves a place. Like the woric. Abiding Courage, the migration to Las Vegas
raises the question why black fiumHes, women in particular, chose Las Vegas. The answer

'* Gretchen Lemke-Santangelo, Abiding Courage: African American Migrant Women and the East Bay
Community (Chapel IfiU: The University of North Carolina Press, 1996), 7.
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is work. And as time passed, woric was more available to women than to black men. The
major argument o f this investigation is that the migration continued because women could
secure work that commanded a livmg wage. Secondly, through black women’s woric,
though domestic in nature, a certain level o f professionalism was obtained by acquiring
decent wages, job diversification, and upward mobility which were denied when woricing
in the private-home woric in Tallulah and Fordyce. Finally, women’s w ork in the back-ofthe-house, the invisible housekeeping departments o f hotels, permitted membership in a
labor union which provkled certain protections —health care, job security, and a united
voice. Thus, black women acquired a measure o f power. Middle class and professional
black women also made significant contributions to the development o f the black
community in Las Vegas. Because o f thefr more leisurely lifestyle, they were instrunœntal
in the fight for opportunities in entertainment, on the floor o f the casino, and in hotel
management. It is the goal o f this research to allow the voices o f these women to tell thefr
stories as Elizabeth McLagan did so successfully in X Peculiar Paradise: A History o f
Blacks in Oregon, 1788-1940.
Activities necessary for community development in Las Vegas and in other cities
throughout the country, were hindered by labor segmentation and racial discrimination. It
was the threat o f a March on Washington in 1941 that persuaded Franklin D. Roosevelt to
sign executive order 8802 forbidding discrimination in the employment o f workers in
World War n defense industries. In 1960, it was the threat o f a march on the Strip that
forced the white Las Vegas establishment to integrate public accommodations throughout
the city. The national and local oppression o f blacks is quite evident fi’om just these
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II
historical events. Black women’s oppression is even more dynamic and multifaceted than
that of black men. The racism is compounded by sexism and in most instances impacted
by the issue o f a lower class status. Black women migrants from small towns in the South
were educated, at best, through high school in inferior facilities. And in most areas, the
school term was designed to ensure that agriculture work received priority. Black
children went to school later m the session after the crops were harvested. Heneritta Pace
told o f attending school, as a child in Fordyce only when the weather was too inclement to
allow work in the fields. Education, or the lack o f it, is one o f the determinants o f class
ranking. Thus, most migrant women were relegated to the lower levels o f the working
class in a racist city in a sexist society. Theorists in black women’s history refer to this
situation as “that notable triumvirate” (Elsa Barkley Brown) or “multqile jeopardy”
(Deborah K. King) or an “interlocking system o f oppression” (Patricia Hill Collins).
Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham issued a challenge to other Afiican American women’s
historians to bring race more prominently into their analyses. Race, she believes, is a
“metalanguage” which calls attention to its powerful, all-encompassing effect o f the
construction and representation o f other social and power relations, namely gender, class,
and sexuality."
The image o f black women is enmeshed in their identification with jobs in domestic
work. As historian, Jacqueline Jones has shown, black women secured jobs in a “limited
number o f occupations clustered at the bottom o f the wage scale during and after slavery.
Domestic services performed for nonfamily members for only nominal pay became

Evelyn Brooks ifiggmbothain, “Afiican-Ameiicaii Women’s {fistoiy and the Metalanguage of Race” in
“We Specialize in the Wholly Impossible: " A Reader in Black Women’s History, eds. Darlene Cladc
Hine, Wilma King, Linda Reed (Broddyn: Carlson Publishing, Inc., 1995), p. 3.
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traditional black women’s work.”"

Women’s historians have long posed the following

conundrum: is housework devalued because women do it, or are women assigned to
housework because it is devalued labor?" Maybe this rWdle should be changed to
include: “or is it because this is actually black women’s work?” When black women
entered the woikfoice after slavery, sex and race segregation continued, followmg those
that migrated mto urban areas. All women were segregated fi’o m the better paying jobs o f
the white male labor force. Christine StanseU’s research argued that this segregation
caused women’s mferior position in the labor market but grew out o f a deeper political
economy o f gender founded in the sexual division o f labor m the household.^" Because
women worked in the homes for no conqxensation, their labor was devalued in the
workplace.
This thesis moves into the workplace itself and takes a more positive view o f black
women in the back-of-the-house o f the gaming industry. The concept o f “employment
gyration” will be introduced, developed and explored. Mvisible jobs in the gaming
industry were abundant and black women took advantage o f their opportunity to make
choices and changes by exploring possibilities in different hotels. What strategies did they
utilize? What conditions were they seeking? Did they pursue advancements? How did
black women enter management positions? Did the black feminist movement influence
women in Las Vegas? What was the role o f the labor union? This research concludes

’* Jacqueline Jones, Labor o f Love, Labor o f Sorrow: Black Women, Work, and the Family, from Slavery
to the Present (New Yodc Vintage Bodes, 1985), p. 74.
Jeanne Boydston, Home and Work: Wages, and the Ideology o f Labor in the Early Republic (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1990), p. 74.
Chiisdne Stansell, City o f Women: Sex and Class in New York, 1789-1860 (Chicago: University of
Illinois Press, 1987), p. 105.
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with a look at black women who moved from not-so-small towns and entered the
glamorous skie o f the industry —entertaimnent. Many, like the women in the back-of-thehouse, encountered racial discriminatioiL Did visibility cause more intense acts of racism?
What was the role o f the black female entertamers m shapmg racial attitudes in Las
Vegas? This brief look into the entertainment skle o f the industry includes a view of the
Moulin Rouge, the first integrated gaming establishment, not as a place but as a symbol
It represents the watershed between the fight for rights by the mkidle class and a
continuation o f that fight by the new professional class that entered the city in the 1950s.
The Rouge kought in professionals who established the first black newspaper and who
had the time and independence to fight the battles for integratioiL The Moulin Rouge
reintroduced a sanguine spirit into the community.
Black women, whether working class, mkidle class, or among the new professionals,
worked to enhance the Westside community. Racism forced them to live together in a
community that was neglected by the city. Each group in its own way fought to end the
unfair treatment and to live productive lives. These women were also united by their
employment in the gammg industry. This paper outlines some o f the struggles and
achievements o f black women in the back-of-the-house, on the casino floor, on stage, and
in executive offices.
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CHAPTER2

“SWING LOW SWEET CHARIOT: THE MIGRATION PROCESS
“Swing low, sweet chariot,
Commg for to carry me home.
I looked over yonder and what dW I see?
Coming for to carry me home.
A band o f angels commg after me.
Coming for to carry me home
If you get there before I do.
Coming for to carry me home.
TeU all my fiiends I’m coming too.
Coming for to carry me home.
Swing low. Sweet Chariot.
Coming for to carry me home.”
There is an old Negro Spiritual that has the above two verses among others. This
song is slow but spirited ending with the promise that there is something better waiting in
another place. Las Vegas became that better, distant place for blacks from Fordyce,
Arkansas, and Tallulah, Louisiana.
Fordyce is approximately sixty miles south o f Little Rock (which is located in the
center o f the state), but according to migrants who lived in Fordyce, relations between
races were light years apart. Though Fordyce was segregated along racial lines, there was
an unspoken harmony between whites and blacks. When federally mandated integration
was ordered, the process proceeded without violence unlike the televised conflicts in Little
Rock. The major complaints from blacks, who now live in Las Vegas, were employment
related. Jobs were scarce and those available paid little money and required excessive
14
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hours o f hard w o * . The same employment conditions existed in Tallulah m the late 1930s
and early 1940s as well, but additionally, there was a proUem o f exaggerated racial
tensions. Tallulah is located about twenty miles from the Mississippi border near the town
o f Vicksburg. Allegedly the area was known as the lynchmg capital o f the South. ^
Migration research, especially o f the Great Nfigration, revealed a series o f more
con^lex reasons and theories to explain why rural communities o f African Americans tore
up deep roots, moved great distances, and formed new neighboriioods in urban areas.
Historian Carter G. Woodson’s research listed and discussed the forces that pushed blacks
out o f the South. Some o f these were injustices in the courts, lack o f privileges,
disfranchisement, bad treatment, oppression, segregation, lynching, the drudgery o f farm
life, crop failures, the boll weevil, and poor schools.^ Tipton Ray Snavely added
starvation to this list which resulted from crop foihire because o f the boll weevil.
Whatever crops remained were destroyed by the flood o f 1916.^ Even prior to the Great
Migration, the steady trickle o f blacks out o f the South had begun almost on the heels o f
the union soldiers’ return to the North. Ex-slaves tested their freedom by just walking
about. They associated their former homes with their former status.* As Reconstruction
ended in 1877, the trickle had become a flow as African Americans left Mississippi,
Louisiana, Texas, and Tennessee and entered Kansas to escape landlessness, political
oppression, and the dismantling o f the public school system —the straw that broke the

' hiterview with Lucille Bryant, Las Vegas, Nevada, 21 Apnl 1995.
b arter G. Woodson, A Century of Negro lÆgration (New Yodc Russell & RnsseU, 1969, first puMished
in 1918), 121.
^Tipton Ray Snavely, “The Exodus of Negroes fiom the Southern States, in Negro Migration in 1916-17
(New York Negro IMversities Press, 1919), 3: 75 - 91.
'’ James Grossman, Land of Hope: Chicago, Black Southerners, and the Great Migration (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1989), 27.
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camel’s b ack/ By 1890, blacks totaling 156,000 had established homes and fonned
communities outskie o f the rural South. This number increased dramatically in the final
decade o f the nineteenth century, when 185,000 followed those earlier migrants. This
period is frequently referred to as “the migration o f the talented tenth,” because the
movement has been attributed to the deterioration o f race relations in the South and the
difficulties experienced by aggressive black leaders.^
Very few blacks consklered Nevada as a migration destination during that time even
though Lincoln had lobbied for its statehood in 1864 to ensure passage o f the antislavery
amendment. He was not confident that he had the two-thirds vote necessary in each house
to end the dreaded institution. The huge exodus o f the Great Migration moved to
northern cities and to Chicago. The World War n migration finally began to make an
inq)act upon Las Vegas and the state.
Women voiced many o f the reasons for the wartime migratioiL There was a general
feeling o f wanting better conditions for themselves and their children. Women wanted
good schools for the children, a better income to ensure improved conditions for the
family unit, and in some cases, a sense o f excitement and fun for themselves. Essie Jacobs
was supposed to remain in Fordyce until after the birth o f her baby before joining her
husband in Las Vegas but she could not wait. “I came on my own. I was so excited about
the lights o f Las V egas.... One day when my husband got in from work, he was so
shocked... He couldn’t believe I was here.”^ There is the concept in the black community

^ e ll Irvin Painter, Exodusters: Black Migration to Kansas after Reconstruction (New Yodc W.W.
Norton & Company, 1976), 52-53,68.
^ Grossman, Land o f Hope, 32.
^ Interview with Essie Jacobs, Las Vegas, Nevada, I February 1996.
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o f “bright lights, big city” that describes a foscination with all the social attraction offered
in cities that are lackmg in rural areas, especially the night life. It is not unusual to be
figuratively blinded by these lights and lose the vision o f the pulls to educate the children,
buy a home, and h e^ relatives back home.
Women particÿated equally in evaluating the pushes and pulls to determine if the
family should leave the South. Most people had friends or relatives who returned for
vacation or business and while there would promote the finer pomts o f Las Vegas. Essie
recalled the words o f her brothers: “... they would talk about all the big money
downtown. AH you had to do was stick your hand in there and get a handfiil o f it.”^ Inez
Harper remembered being invited to leave Fordyce with the question, “ There is money
to be picked up in Las Vegas by the tubs full, so why are you still here picking cotton?”^
Coaxing o f this nature conqx)unded with the lifestyle o f a small town helped to make
the decision process quite simple for most women. A brief d e sc r^ o n o f the lifest}4e
helps to explam why this is true. Black women in Fordyce and Tallulah worked in
agriculture, where cotton was the major crop, and they performed domestic work in the
homes o f white women. They earned one dollar per day for the houseworic but could earn
approximately $2.50 per day chopping cotton during the summer. Picking cotton in the
autumn o f the year pakl from two to three-and-a-half cents per pound but the season
lasted only from September to December. Women who were efficient could pick one to
two hundred pounds per day thus earning as much as $7 per day. Lucille Bryant
describes the process:

"Ibid.
’ Interview with Inez Harper and husband. Las Vegas, Nevada, 18 July 1996.
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But it was back breaking work. Your neck would be so
tired and hurt so bad when you got home. Especially from
chopping cotton because you’re like this all day with your
head down, chopping. Vffien you got home in the evenmg,
you’d have to rub down with Imiment. When you were
picking cotton, the back would be hurting because you are
down on your knees o r bent over.
And regarding house w o * :
I did everything in her house except slept with her husband.
I (M all the work, washed, ironed, cooked. You took care
o f the baby and the highest I ever got was $5 a week for
that.”’
But on week-ends there was relief from this drudgery. Much o f the recreation was
church-centered. The migrants interviewed were either Baptist or Methodist. Both
religions engaged in lengthy fellowship services on Sundays that began with Sunday
School Usually there was at least one meeting during the week as w ell The minister was
typically a man who, along with a male board o f trustees and deacons, conducted the
services and handled the money while black women functioned as the “mothers o f the
church,” similar to their role in the home. Women planned the major church events,
raised funds for special celebrations, provided most o f the voices for the choir, and cooked
the food for church dinners that occurred often but not weekly. They also produced the
cries and shouts during the sermon to motivate the pastor in the delivery o f his message.
Most children attended because it was mandatory. Viola Johnson told me that, “We went
to church very often. That was the most recreation we had, going to church. We’d go,
stay all day on Sunday, two, three times a week. Sometimes they’d run revivals, w e’d be
there nightly, but that’s about all o f my life in Fordyce.”" Viola also enjoyed fishing and

Interview with Lucille Bryant, Las Vegas, Nevada, 1 December 1995.
' ' Interview with Viola Johnson, Las Vegas, Nevada, 12 March 1996.
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going to carnivals that came through towiL Baseball teams supplied recreation in both
towns. Lucille shared a memory that illustrated how it could lead to opportunities as w ell
He [husband, George] worked at Chicago Saw MiU, when
he worked [humorously]. He would take offaH the time.
He loved to play ball That was his life. ..J remember, we
were so young and some team, kind o f important team I
think, came through Tallulah and their shortstop was hurt
and that’s what he played, shortstop. And, they were
lookmg for a shortstop to travel with them for four or five
d ays.... So they took him w ith them and he went and on the
way back, they offered him a job to go with them to play.
...”No, I can’t leave my wife and baby.” I was saying
“please go.” ... They said, w e’H send your wife $100 per
month. That was big money! I was saying “go.” I often
think, maybe he might would have had a chance to make a
name for himself, doing what he liked to do because he sure
didn’t like to w o * . But he wouldn’t leave the baby and 1.’^
Young adults also enjoyed the entertainment provided by nightclubs. Essie named
some o f these clubs in Fordyce, “Mead’s, the Thomas’ Place, and Fuller’s. Those used to
be the places to hangout. They served bootleg whûkey. You had to go downtown to buy
your own beer but in the chibs, we got home brew.”‘^
Work was unrewarding and recreational pleasure was minimal. So when the
unofficial promotions firom fiiends and relatives in Las Vegas outweighed the ties o f
Fordyce and Tallulah, women and their families became migrants. Hazel and Jimmy Gay
had fiiends, the Johnsons, who had lived in Las Vegas for five years. Hazel corresponded
with Nfrs. Johnson and the Johnsons visited Fordyce annually. In Fordyce, Jimmy
operated a branch o f a well-known local fimeral home and Hazel ran a small restaurant.
One day he [Jimmy] came into the place [her restaurant] and
said, “Hey, let’s go to Las Vegas.” Just like that. I said,
“What? Do you really mean that?” He saW, “They tell me
Interview. Lucille Bryant.
" Interview, Essie Jacobs.
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they need embahners out there. Two or three weeks later,
he mentioned it again. And I saÜ, “Okay.” I sold my
business, moved m with my parents and he left for Vegas.
Two or three weeks later I joined him m Las Vegas.’*
Lee Gates remembered his m other as the adventurous parent. She wanted to
improve her lot in life and get a better education for her children. She was from a fomfty
o f three children and her siblings lived in Chicago. After visiting there, she discovered that
she did not care for the atmosphere for raising her family so she moved to Los Angeles but
felt the same about it as she had feh about Chicago. Las Vegas was small enough with
job opportunities for her and her husband, so they joined the migration. She traveled to
those three cities and woriced briefly in each before making the decision to migrate to Las
Vegas. Her husband stayed at home in Tallulah with the children while she was engaged
in her pursuit of a better home.’^
The initial migrant families probably made the decision to leave because labor agents
recruited the man o f the family to w ork at the Basic Magnesium Corporation (BMI) in
Henderson, Nevada. BMI processed the magnesium used to build bombs as the United
States involvement in World War n loomed on the horizon. On September 1,1939,
Germany invaded Poland initiating the war. The American people wanted to remain
neutral but the defense industry commenced to prepare for the advent o f war. Defense
jobs began to ease the harsh economic conditions o f the Great Depression for white
Americans. Blacks were not allowed entry into those jobs until A. Phillip Randolph, a
black leader who headed the Brotherhood o f Sleeping Car Porters and Maids labor union,
threatened a massive march on Wadiington. To avoid this kind o f demonstration, Franklin

Interview with Hazel Gay, Las Vegas, Nevada, 2 December 1995.
Interview with Judge Lee Gates, Las Vegas, Nevada, 5 December 1996.
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D. Roosevelt was forced to issue Executive Order 8802 ou June 25, 1941. This order
forbade discrimination on the basis o f race, creed, color, or national origin in the
enq)loyment o f woricers m defense industries or government. On December 7,1941, the
Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor thrusting Americans into combat.
Many African American men in Fordyce and Tallulah who did not enter the armed
forces moved to Las Vegas when beckoned by reports o f the money that could be earned
at BMI. Basic Magnesium had opened m July 1941 and the migration ensued. Migrants
traveled by car. Fordyce did not have a bus station. Tallulah did, but during a particular
period, blacks could not purchase one-way tickets to Las Vegas. Lucille Bryant explained
why.
Quite a few took the bus, in fact so many were taking the
bus at one time until the people at the bus depot stopped
selling blacks tickets to go to Las Vegas because all dieir
help was leaving. ... the blacks started leaving after
miffiiight, late in the wee hours o f the morning. ... [white]
people didn’t want them to leave.
The men who drove car loads o f passengers to Las Vegas became entrepreneurial
“travelcraft” experts. Historian, Douglas Daniels, is known for his research on the
nineteenth century African American migration from the South to San Francisco. He has
written an innovative essay on the “art o f travelcraft,” a word Daniels coined which
designated the outlook and complex o f skills that fecilitated long-distance travel by
migrants moving to strange destinations. The successful transition necessitates an unusual
combination o f skills, attitudes, and outlook." Fordyce’s Red Mitchell and Tallulah’s

Interview. Lucille Bryant.
' ' Douglas Henry Daniels, 'Travelcraft and Black Pioneer Urbanites, 1850s - 1870s." in Peoples o f Color
{/I/Ae/4mencan IFesr (Lexington, Massachusetts; D.C. Heath and Company, 1994), 117-119.
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Willis Minor transfeired the “art o f travelcraft” into the twentieth century by providing
safe, round-trip transportation to Las Vegas. Juanita Simmons thought that it seemed
“about ninety eight percent o f the people that didn’t come by bus. Red Mitchell went to
Fordyce, picked them up and dropped them back in Las Vegas.” Bubba, her husband
added that “sometimes he [Red] would tow a car ftiU o f people in an inoperable car,
doubling the number he could transport per trg .”’^
When \^ n is Minor brought Alma Whitney to Las Vegas from Tallulah, he drove
straight through without stopping to sleep." These drivers learned where it was safe to
stop and when it was necessary to continue. The fifteen hundred mile trips usually
required two and a half to three days o f travel Drivers knew where to stop for the night
to ensure that the passengers would be somewhat comfortable. Public accommodations
were not integrated on the route to Las Vegas so beds were made on the ground and m
the car. Migrant women became travelcraft experts as w ell Their system of
communication prepared other women for the journey. Unlike travelers going to Chicago,
Las Vegas had no African American newspaper. Information passed by word of mouth
and by letter. Food had to be prepared and packed to last the entire trip. Ample food for
babies could pose a problem as it did for Owedia, the mother o f Pat Feaster. Her
desperation was eased by a kind white women who prepared the food for her baby.
Thereafter, Pat’s parents took the train.^°
In 1961 when Heneritta Pace came out with three other adults, they decided to stop
for Ixeakfast somewhere in Texas. They sat at the counter in the small diner and placed

Interview with Juanita and Bubba Shumans, Las Vegas, Nevada, 21 May 1996.
” Interview with Ahna Whitney, Las Vegas, Nevada, 28 May 1996.
^ Interview with Pat Feaster, Las Vegas, Nevada, 9 April 1996.
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their orders. After the orders were taken, the waitress informed them that they would
have to eat the food in the back room. T h ^ left without breakfest. They were not
traveling with a travelcraft expert who knew to avokl unnecessary danger in strange
locations. Minor and Mitchell would rest a few days between trq>s and drive a car load
back to the South for vacation or to attend to family affairs. Between trips they
transported men back and forth to BMI.^’
Women had to rapidly acquire new skills and attitudes upon their arrival Most were
faced with substandard housing on the Westskle. The houses they had left in the South.
though in many cases substandard, were far better than their newly acquired dwellings m
Las Vegas. When Viola Johnson arrived in 1942 to join her parents, she lived in a tent on
Jackson Street with six other family members.
Seven o f us lived in this one room tent; my mother, dad,
step-brother, uncle, cousin, daughter and m yself.... It was
awful living there and it was so hot when I arrived. They
said it never rained but one time it rained so hard we all got
under the table, the only dry spot in the te n t.... The men
worked different shifts [at BMI] so when some were
sleeping others were at w o * . Some o f us would sleep
under the trees outside.... We cooked on a two burner oH
stove on the inside and a huge wood stove on the outside.
... About fifteen feet away was our neighbor in another
tent.“
The wood stove was a communal one used by all the fomilies within the immediate area.
Large meals were prepared outside while breakfost could be prepared within each
individual tent. Single men sometimes cooked but usually ate at some o f the area’s
restaurants located on Jackson Street. Bubba Simmons remembered eating at the Brown

Interview with Juanita and Bubba Simmons.
~ Interview with Viola Johnson, Las Vegas, Nevada, 12 March 1996.
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Derby where his sister worked as a cook. He lived in a tent with eight to ten other men.
There was space for four cots that were shared in an ahem ate feshion dependmg upon the
shifts that each man w oiked.^
Ida Webb and her husband provided living accommodations for many of his friends
in their two bedroom apartment. “They slept on the floor or wherever they could with
sheets hanging between them for privacy. They would stay until they had set askie enough
money for places o f their own.” Ida found it inconvenient but admitted that no one stayed
very long.^* Like the Webbs, the Gays did not have to move into a tent o r shack. Hazel
and Jimmy Gay lived with their friends, the Johnsons, prior to buying a house. They spent
the Christmas holidays o f 1946 in Los Angeles to make sure that Las Vegas was really
where they wanted to spend the rest o f their lives. Hazel had already fallen in love with
Las Vegas so they purchased their first home on B Street in the downtown area.^
As more and more blacks entered the city, discriminatory policies became more
apparent. The ability o f blacks to own businesses downtown and to gamble at downtown
clubs and casinos Aided. New business licenses could only be obtained across the railroad
tracks on the Westskle. Black owned barber shops, beauty salons, and restaurants moved
to Jackson Street. Housing covenants relegated blacks to the Westskle to live as w ell
Blacks lived in only one other area o f Las Vegas, Four Ntile*. A few blacks who worked
at BMI also hved in the Carver Park portion o f Henderson. Nevertheless, the Westskle
was the community that blacks preferred. It was a conqilete, self-contained neighboitood

^ Interview with Juanita and Bubba Simmons.
Interview with Ida Webb, Las Vegas, Nevada, 6 February 1996.
^ Interview with Hazel Gay.
* Four Mile is located in the middle of eastern Las Vegas, four miles from downtown on Boulder
Highway.
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with black-owned businesses, a variety o f churches, nightclubs, and casinos. Jackie
Brantley grew up on the Westskle in the early 19S0s. She described it as a caring
community where strangers were assisted in their search for work, housing and food. She
spoke o f the Westskle as a “village” where the schools, churches, and businesses
interacted for the betterment o f everyone in the area. Jackie remembered the Jefferson
Center Pool where black children swam, Mr. Christensen who owned horses that children
rode, and Mrs. Johnson’s store located m the foyer o f her home on Van Buren Street.
Re&ied black women owned boarding houses that would be referred to as bed-andbreakfast establishments today. They used fine china and served excellent food to their
boarders who were sometimes conqrased o f entertamers like Sammy Davis, Jr. and Pearl
Bailey.^' When those and other black stars performed on the Strip, discriminatory
practices prevented them fi*om staying in the hotels.
Entertainers who performed on the Strip did not just rent rooms on the Westside.
They shared their talents with black audiences at the Town Tavern, the Cotton Club, and
other clubs on Jackson Street in impromptu jazz sessions. Blacks remember these
sessions but could not always tell me whether or not these establishments had gaming
tables. Gambling was not one o f the reasons that Afiican Americans came to Las Vegas.
They fi’equented the chibs on Jackson Street because they were reminded of back home
where the nightclubs were similar. The clubs were a distraction from the inadequate living
conditions o f the Westside.
The housing shortage was not remedied because the city fathers thought blacks
would leave when BMI’s war work ended. But Afiican Americans were here to stay.
^ Interview with Jackie Brantley, Las Vegas, Nevada, 27 October 1996.
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Jobs for women became more plentiful as hotel construction gamed momentum in the late
1940s and in the decade o f the 1950s. Jobs for black men slowed with the end o f World
War n but simultaneously Las Vegas began to pull in black Aunilies as labor agents
switched their search to women.
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CHAPTERS

“EIGHT DOLLARS A DAY AND WORKIN’ IN THE SHADE:”
EMPLOYMENT OF BLACK WOMEN MIGRANTS AND THEIR ROLE IN THE
CULINARY WORKERS UNION, LOCAL 226
In the November 1966 Washington Post article, “What It’s Like to be a Colored
Woman,” Louise D. Stone stated that, “There are two kinds o f females in this country —
colored women and white ladies. Colored women are maids, cooks, taxi drivers, crossing
guards, schoolteachers, welfere recipients, bar makls and the only time they become ladies
is when they are cleaning ladies.”’ W ritten in 1966, just over one hundred years after the
end o f slavery, this perception o f the stature o f black women has changed little, if at all.
Women instrumental in constructive change in the national black community like Ida B.
Wells and Mary McLeod Bethune were dismissed as aberrations. The average black
woman at the turn o f the century, married or single, was employed outside the home in a
menial position. In the South, that employment was agricultural o r domestic in nature; in
the North, it narrowed almost exclusively to domestic service. Male migrants faced an
almost nonexistent job market after the war. Therefore, black women were forced into
the role o f breadwinner for the femily.^ The jobs that black men did secure were short
term and at the lowest level o f the en^loym ent ladder; the dirtiest, heaviest work with the

' Louise D. Stone, “What It’s Like to Be a Coloied Woman,” Washington Post, November 13, 1966
as quoted in Gerda Lemer, ed. Black Women in White America: A Documentary History (New Yodc
Vintage Books, 1972), 217.
* Jacqueline Jones, Labor ofLove, Labor o f Sorrow: Black Women, Work and the Family, from
Slavery to the Present (New Yodc Vintage Books, 1985), 112-13.
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lowest pay. Black women worked on a more permanent basis but in jobs o f low social
status and inadequate remuneration.
World War I brought tengwrary relief as both black men and women entered the
industrial labor force. Black women who gained factory woric “remained at the lowest
rungs o f the ladder m terms o f wages and woridng conditions; for the most part they
replaced white women who had advanced, also temporarily to better positions.”^ The war
ended and was followed by the “Roarmg Twenties” era. But was this decade “roarmg”
for all the new southern migrants who had moved to the North for jobs during World War
I? Did they have the resources to enjoy the nightlife and dance the Charleston? Was the
cultural renaissance reserved for the black intelligentsia or <M most blacks partic^ate?
Did these phenomena function as additional pulls for blacks remaining in the South? The
Ku Klux Klan reasserted it reign o f terror after the war and northern migrants witnessed
interracial strife that erupted into race riots in Chicago, Knoxville, Omaha, Tulsa, and
Detroit as well as many other cities.
Just as the racial turmoil o f the 1960s produced volumes by prolific black writers
and thinkers, the strife at the end o f the WWI decade created a similar outpouring o f
writing, music, and dramatic productions. This movement blanketed the country, not just
Harlem as previously thought. Afiican Americans everywhere became more articulate.
There were poetry circles in Houston and Detroit, little theaters in Chicago and Los
Angeles, and interested students in painting in Cleveland and Nashville.* A new music
form, the blues, traveled from the Mississippi Delta with migrants bound for Chicago.

" Ibid., 167.
■*John Hope Franklin and Alfred A. Moss, Jr., From Slavery to Freedom: A History o f African
Americans (New York McGraw-Hill, 1994, first published in 1947), 378.
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Escape became a dommant theme o f the blues, “aiticulating the call for urban migration.”
This appeared to be the case in the lyrics o f BiH Broonxy, whose “Keys to the Highway”
seemed to describe the urgency with which he made his way to Chicago:
I got the keys to the highway;
I’m booked out and bound to go.
Got to leave here running;
Walking’s got most too slow.^

Unfortunately, the working class black woman in rural and urban areas alike continued to
toil in previously mentioned occupations. When they danced the Charleston, it was done
on tired feet. The blues was probably more representative o f their particÿation in this
swinging era.
The Twenties came to an abrupt halt with the crash o f the stock market in 1929,
followed by the Great Depression. The repercussions from the crash loomed more
intensely in the industrial cities o f the North and Midwest than in the West. Even though
the Depression was a national phenomenon, Nevada especially withstood the slump
better than most o f the country. Governor Fred Balzar’s message to the 1929 legislature
included an economic prognosis filled with optnmsnL* the 1921 decline in mineral
production recovered by 1928, the federal government repaid $600,000 in Civil War
loans in 1929, Congress had authorized the building o f a $3.5 million naval munitions
storage depot in Hawthorne, and had appropriated $125 million for the construction o f a
dam on the Colorado River.* Nevertheless, the state also took additional steps to ensure

" James C. Cobb, The Most Southern Place On Earth: The Mississippi Delta and the Roots o f
Regional Identity (New Yoàc Oxford Ltoiversity Press, 1992), 115-16.
" Russell R. Elliott, f/um/yo/iVeva^/a (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1987, first published
in 1973), 273.
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financial stability. b i March 1931, legalized gambling returned. (It had become illegal in
1910.) Two months later the divorce resWency was lowered to six weeks from three
months.^ The divorce business received all the publicity but Nevada was also gaining a
reputation as a marriage center.' But it was primarily the construction o f Hoover Dam
that enabled Las Vegas to remain viable during this national crisis.
The initial construction phase o f the Dam included the budding o f a town, Boulder
City, to house workers who entered the area in great numbers. Only twenty-four o f
those workers, out o f a workforce o f4,000, were African American. These twenty-four
positions resulted from the formation and diligent work o f the Colored Citizens Labor
and Protective Assocktion o f Las Vegas (CCLPA) and protests l^ th e NAACP. The
CCLPA was formed on May 5, 1931 to protest the discrmiinatory hiring practices o f Six
Conq)anies, the Dam builder. The efforts of the CCLPA went unheeded untfl the National
Field Secretary o f the NAACP, William Pickens, traveled to Nevada to investigate the
conq)laints from Westside resklents.’ Two and a half weeks after Pickens met with Six
Con^anies President, W. A. Bechtel, ten blacks were hired. President Hoover’s
responded to this situation with indifference and was not coerced into action as Presklent
Franklin Roosevelt would be a decade later when blacks would seek jobs in the industrial
conq)lex o f World War n.

' Ibid.. 278.
" Ibid., 285.
’ Joseph E. Stevens, Hoover Dam: An American Adventure (Nonnam: IMversity of Oklahoma Press,
1988), 176-77. Also see personal explanations from Dam wodceis in Andrew J. Dunar and Dennis
McBride, Building Hoover Dam: An Oral History o f the Great Depression (New York Twayne
Publishers, 1993), 140-144.
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The problem with the jobs building Hoover Dam and those at BMI was then* short
duration. When the war ended, black men had limited options for employment in Las
Vegas where gaming had emerged as the prunary employer. The gaming industry offered
service jobs but preferred that black woricers remain in the kitchen, linen rooms, and
housekeeping departments —positions where whites were accustomed to seemg blacks.
Black men worked as bellhops, housemen, and cooks. The bellhop was highly visible but
clearly serviced the white customers by handling large bags for small tips. Housemen
assisted maids with the heavy woric m the housekeeping area. Lucille Bryant who
migrated to Las Vegas in 1953 did not remember seeing black cooks in the beginning.
“Later on. I remember seeing some because I remember saying, this place is more
segregated than Tallulah.”"

Because o f the job configuration available to African

Americans, black working class women found that work was abundant. Therefore, the
westward migration continued after the war. New arrivals found jobs through referrals
from established residents and through the Culinary Woricers Union, Local 226. They
discovered mobility, a fieedom that they had not previously experienced, and used it as a
strategy to woric in the hotels that they preferred.
Jobs in housekeeping were available in motels and small ions, but in 1941 the
casino building boom began with the construction o f the El Rancho Vegas and the El
Cortez (downtown) followed by the Last Frontier the next year. Within the two decades
of the 1940s and the 1950s, nineteen major properties were erected in Las Vegas
demanding scores o f maids.* The demand was so great that it was not necessary to

Interview with Lucille Bryant, Las Vegas Nevada, 13 December 1995.
" El Rancho Vegas and El Cortez • 1941, Hotel Last Frontier - 1942, Golden Nugget - 1945, The
Flamingo - 1946-47, Thxmderbird - 1948, Desert hm - 1950, Horseshoe - 1951, Sands - 1952. Sahara
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engage in lengthy job searches. Lucille Bryant told o f getting a job on her first day in Las
Vegas:
I got here on the 4th o f October o f 1953. My cousin
Gladys was going to the Algiers Hotel when I got here that
mornmg, to quit her job because she had found a better one.
So she said, “You want to go with me?” I said “yes.” We
got there and I asked the housekeeper, “Do you want
someone to w ork today?” She said, “yes” and took me
upstairs to show me the rooms and what had to be done.
When the lady left the room, I got on my knees and gave
God thanks. “Eight dollars a day and working in the
shade!”"
The housekeeper who hired Lucille was Oweida Brooks, a woman who had
migrated firom Fordyce in 1942. Migrant women enjoyed upward mobility and like
Lucille’s cousin Gladys, they changed jobs whenever they found a better position. This
constant movement, which I define as “employment gyration,” describes the strategies
women used to hnprove themselves by moving m either a vertical o r parallel direction
within the housekeeping department. Black women used the fact that they were a
necessary entity within the hotels to improve their lot. They moved fi*om hotel to hotel or
were promoted from maid to inspectress* to executive housekeeper. The principal reason
given for seeking changes in positions or engaging in employment gyration was never
money, but to be in a place where woricers loved each other and created a family
atmosphere.

- 1952, Showboat • 1954, Dunes, Riveria, Royal Nevada, Moulin Rouge -1955, Hacienda and
Fremont- 1956, Ttopicana - 1957, Stardust - 1958. From list compiled by Eugene Moehiing,
Department of Ifistory, UNLV.
' ' Interview with Lucille BryanL
* Although this job title is probably “inspector,” this versioi of the word was used by all interviewees.
Inspectress is the title used in housekeeping departments to describe supervisors. There are three
levels: maids, inspectresses, and executive housekeepers.
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When Lucille left the Algiers she moved to the Silver Slpper as a ladies’ room
attendant for a short time and to the Sands for a few weeks and then to the Stardust. She
stayed there for 31 years as a supervisor m the uniform room ." Viola Johnson wodced at
the Flamingo briefly and moved to the Sands for nine years. She ended her career as a
maid by working fourteen years at the Hilton. After retirement, she continued to work as
a server for big parties which she discovered she liked better than the housekeeping
w ork." Corine Tisdale spent her entne career at the Sahara and the Mint which had the
same owner. She was the first black inspectress at the Sahara." Ida Webb worked at the
El Rancho, Last Frontier and the Flamingo. She started as a dishwasher, earning five
dollars per shift. Her first pay check o f SlOO was the largest amount o f money she had
ever seen. She moved into the pantry where all the sandwiches were made and became
one o f the fastest workers and when the chef at the Last Frontier went to the Flamingo, he
took her with him ." Alma Whitney started woridng at the Desert Moon Motel and went
to the Desert Inn where she worked for 35 years. She started in 1952 and received a
promotion to inspectress in 1966." Coleen Wilson worked for the Stardust for a couple
o f years. She left there to become a maid for the opening o f the Circus Circus Hotel in
1971 and was promoted to inspectress after one year. Coleen is one o f only a few women
who left the hotels for a non-gaming position. She did not find her niche within the hotel
industry but worked for the Nevada Test Site for fourteen years." These women gained

Interview with Locille Bryant
" Interview with Viola Jdinson, Las Vegas, Nevada, 12 March 1996.
Interview with Corine Tisdale, Las Vegas, Nevada, 28 May 1996.
Interview with Ida Webb, Las Vegas, Nevada, 6 February 1996.
Interview with Alma Whitney, Las Vegas, Nevada, 28 May 1996.
Interview with Coleen Wilson, Las Vegas, Nevada, 4 Jime 1996.
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confidence rapklly in an urban settmg that was vastly different from the small towns they
bad left. They attained flexibility and gained control over their work envfromnents.
M ost enployment gyration occurred because women who lived in the same
neighboriiood and attended church together kept each other mformed about their
happiness or unhappiness at their work location and also communicated information about
job openings. Women from Fordyce had an added advantage in the person o f flmmy Gay
who helped so many people find jobs that he was referred to as the “Father o f Fordyce.”
He was able to do this because o f the contacts made m his position as bell captain at the
Sands H otel Many women also attended monthly meetings o f the Culinary UnioiL Essie
Jacobs served as a shop steward at the Tally-Ho Hotel which became the Aladdin Hotel
and Casino. She was an inspectress there and would charge women a small fine for not
attending meetmgs. They cooperated with Essie because they knew that the coins went
into a kitty for their birthday gifts, but ultimately they knew that the union was only as
strong as the membership."
Rachel Coleman and Hattie Canty are excellent examples o f the importance o f the
combined process o f employment gyration and participation in the Culinary Union Local
226. Rachel is from Vicksburg, Mississippi which is a rather large southern city located
twenty-two miles from Tallulah. She left as a reluctant pioneer in 1957 at twenty years o f
age. Unlike most women, Rachel did not go to work immediately, but took the first year
to be a stay-at-home mother with her six month old soil She also taught herself how to
drive a car during that twelve month period before pursuing a career. The following year,
she began as a glass washer at the Tropicana earning five dollars per day. After eight
' Interview with Essie Jacobs, Las Vegas, Nevada, 1 February 1996.
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dollars a week in Vicksburg, “I thought I was m heaven.” Soon though, she discovered
that she did not like the kitchen. Jr 1959, she found that the work as a maxi suited her
better and went to work at the Hacienda. Rachel described this discovery as the turning
point in her career because she began to take her w o * career seriously. Rachel’s next job
was at the Thurxierbird where she was requested by Margaret Williams, an executive
housekeeper she had w o*ed for at the Hacienda. Margaret was a white woman who
always kept m touch with Rachel because she liked the way Rachel w o*ed. Again m
1962, she took Rachel with her to the Aladdin where Rachel entered as an inspectress.
After a few years, Rachel moved to the Sahara and then back to the Hacierxla where she
was promoted to the position as executive housekeeper.
Within four years, Rachel had reached the top level in housekeeping, was bored
with the work, and began to seek something different. The Culinary Union representatives
who she had gotten to know and admire over the years, Sarah Hughes and Eamestine
Howard, encouraged her to w o * for the union hall. When Rachel deckled to give the
suggestions a try, she “marched into Al’s [Bramlet]* office and said, “I want to be a union
representative, just like that.” A few days later, Sarah called her and said, “A1 said you
got guts so he’s going to hire you.” Rachel trained to be a representative and was soon
assigned to work on behalf o f housekeeping departments in eighteen different hotels.
Rachel was a business agent from 1973 to 1981 when she was promoted to department
head with duties that involved the supervising o f fifteen representatives and handling the
employee grievance process. One o f the people she trained to become a business agent
was Jim Arnold who is currently Secretary/Treasurer of the Culinary W o*ers Union,

A1 Bramlet was the Secretary/Treasurer o f the Local, running the day-to-day operations.
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Local 226. In 1987, she campaigned for the preskiency o f the Union and lost. She
resigned and went to work as an executive housekeeper at the Union Plaza H otel The
owner, Jackie Gaughan, had hked her expertise as the busmess representative to his hotels.
He would negotiate the renewal o f union contracts between his properties and the union
with her and no other representative.” The career that Rachel carved out for herself took
her to the highest level in housekeeping management as well as within the union structure.
Employment gyration allowed women to make choices about their lives and their woric.
They gained power and prestige.
Hattie Canty’s career was equally fascinating and her bkl for the presidency o f the
union was successful Hattie grew up in rural Alabama, moved to California in 1956, and
then to Las Vegas in 1961. Her husband supported their family o f ten children by woridng
in the construction industry and later in trucking. Hattie worked one year at the
Thunderbird quit, and worked as a homemaker until 1975 when her husband became ill
and died. She supported the femdy by obtaining a position as a maid at the Maxim where
she moved up to a job m the uniform room. Durmg her twelve years there, she got
involved in the Culinary Workers Union. Through that involvement, she was elected as
first woman President o f the Local^°
The involvement o f women m labor unions is not a new development nor is the
participation o f black women in organized labor movements a novel occurrence. As early
as i 881 black women joined the Knights o f Labor forming their own locals which were

Interview with Rachel Coleman, Las Vegas, Nevada, 24 July 1996.
^ Saia Mosle, “How the Maids Fought Back,” The New Yorker, Febtuaiy 26 and March 4, 1996,
148-156.
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composed o f laundresses, chambermaids, and housekeepers/’ In 1920, there were ten
locals o f domestic workers m Southern cities affiliated with the Hotel and Restaurant
Enq)loyees Union, AFL. By 1936, a domestic Workers Union started in Washington, DC
and was instrumental in increasing wages from $3 to $10 per w eek." It was not until the
1940s, however, that women were involved in significant numbers and began to gamer
and execute power as a result o f union membership. Power lends status and prestige to
the bearer and was extended to African American women workers in the back-of-thehouse. Respect for labor unions has not always been the case in the black community.
Blacks were used as scabs by industrial capitalists and labor unions practiced racial
discrimination in granting membershq). Consequently white and black woricers were often
pitted against each other when blacks crossed picket lines rather than face families that
needed financial support. This historical pattern o f race and labor relations existed in the
West.
Historian Douglas Daniels found that m San Francisco in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, blacks experienced a lack o f power because o f their small
population. Powerful white labor unions prevented them from winning jobs, white
immigrants competed for and took many o f the traditional service jobs that blacks had
previously filled. Industrialists only used blacks as strikebreakers." Daniels cited the
illustrative case o f the Palace Hotel which was referred to by San Franciscans simple as

■' Philip S. Foner, Organized Labor and the Black Worker 1619-1973 (New Yodc Piaeger
Publishers. 1974), 47.
^ Marvel Cooke, “Modem Slaves,” Amsterdam News, October 16, 1937 as quoted in Gerda Lemer,
ed. Black Women in White America: A Documentary History (New York Vintage Bodes, 1972),
p i -32.
^ Douglas Henry Daniels, Pioneer Urbanites: A Social and Cultural History o f Black San Francisco
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1980), 17.
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the Palace. It was luxurious, offering nearly two hundred coveted service positions for
blacks m 1875. After fourteen years o f providing excellent service and being handsomely
rewarded with large tips and opportunities to meet famous travelers and wealthy native
San Franciscans, a white union threatened their jobs. This union formed out o f the racist
Cooks and Waiters Anti-Coolie Association which evolved into a protective and
benevolent union that forced restaurants to hire union m en." In a more recent book
about blacks in San Francisco, Albert Broussard, supported the findings o f Daniels. He
reported that black westerners in the 1940s were excluded fi'om organized labor until after
World War n even after ardent protests by the NAACP against American Federation o f
Labor’s (AFL) policies. Even after blacks were admitted to union membership,
considerable differences existed in the treatment o f African American workers.
Longshoreman welcomed blacks and extended equal participation in job sites and
benefits." Experiences in the East Bay area o f California were akin to those in San
Francisco according to Historian Gretchen Lemke-Santangelo. Union locals dki not admit
blacks. Steamfitters, Boilermakers, Machinists and others prohibited or placed restrictions
on black membershç severely limiting access to skilled jobs. Later when blacks were
allowed membership and paid dues, they were denied an equal voice in union elections and
policy decisions."
Historian Quintard Taylor concurred with the above accounts and documented that
the roots o f both organized labor in Seattle and its exclusionary racial policies can be

Ibid., 35, 36.
^ Albeit S. Broussard, Black San Francisco: The Struggle for Racial Equality in the West, 1900/P54 (Lawrence: University of Kansas, 1993), 5, 106-107, 157.
“ Gretchen Lemke-Santangelo, Abiding Courage: African American Migrant Women and the East
Bay Community ( Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996), 111 & 123.
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traced to the 1880s when the Knights o f Labor attracted a huge following m the Pacific
Northwest and became politically powerful in Seattle. Despite the national organization’s
progressive stance as an interracial union, the Seattle chapter orchestrated the anti-Chinese
riot in 1886. White woridng-class hostility toward nonudiite laborers continued mto the
twentieth century and was viewed by many as a reflection o f commitment to white
working-class solidarity. As locals formed and attached to the AFL, a minority o f them
opposed racially exclusionary policies and allowed black membershq). Beghming at the
end o f the Civil War, black female woricers were particularly vulnerable . The waitresses’
union, barred African American women from membership, making it difficult to obtain
jobs in nonblack restaurants. In addition to whites, black women also had to compete
against Japanese males, Swedish females, and Filipino m ett" Research on Phoenix,
Arizona, another city in the Sunbelt, revealed that blacks were excluded from unions until
the 1950s. The author o f the study, Bradford Luckingham, stated that, “even at that time
only a few blacks were allowed entry.”"
Unions which are strong in membership are powerful They can speak loudly and
protest efficiently to secure and mamtain a dynamic package o f benefits for workers.
Blacks had been denied the opportunity to participate and share in this process. Las
Vegas changed that experience for Afiican Americans in housekeeping departments in the
gaming industry.

Qumtard Ta^or, The Forging o fa Black Community: Seattle's Central Districtfrom 1870
through the Civil Rights Era (Seattle: IMversity of Washington Press, 1994), 25-26, 27, 57.
“ Bradford Luckingham, Minorities in Phoenix: A Profile o f Mexican American, Chinese American,
and African American Communities, I860 - 1992 (Tucson: The IMversity of Arizona Press, 1994),
159.
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Even though service jobs were stigmatized as being inferior, the inferiority
disappeared when the positions began to reward the w orker with good wages. Rachel
Coleman stated that maid jobs m Las Vegas went through a similar cycle. When wages
became substantial, white, Asian, and Mexican women entered the back-of-the-house.
Prior to their entry though, the domestic segment o f the industry was dominated by black
women who joined the Culinary Workers Union, Local 226 with enthusiasm and with the
support o f the black community. Three reasons for black union participation were the
newness o f the city, lack o f union experience, and A1 Bramlet. Las Vegas incorporated as
a city in 1911 without the long history o f Seattle, San Francisco, the East Bay, or Phoenix.
Blacks who migrated from Fordyce and Tallulah had little o r no previous experience with
organized labor. The union leader, A1 Bramlet, arrived in Las Vegas in 1946 and worked
as a dishwasher. Local 226 was not chartered until 1948. Bramlet became SecretaryTreasurer o f the Culinary Union in 1954.^ His reputation o f fairness in his dealings with
members caused the union to thrive and grow until his murder in 1977. He was described
favorably by all migrants interviewed and probably captured aptly by Lucille Bryant when
she referred to him and “The Great White Father."
The power o f the union began to show signs o f decline for the first time in 1984. A
citywide strike was called but the Strip did not “go daik.” The strike lasted for sixtyseven days but extended up to a year at several properties. In the final analysis, the union
lost the strike because six hotels were lost as Culinary afOliates.^"

^ Siti Zàbedah Amri and April Leilani Aloiau, Labor-Union Training Workshop (Las Vegas;
LAipublished, 1 December 1994) 3.
Sara Mosle, “How the Maids Fought Back," The New Yorker, February 26 & March 4, 1996, 151.
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The international parent union o f Culinary Woikers Union, Local 226 is the Hotel
Employees and Restaurant Enyloyees International Union which is a member o f the AFLCIO. Much o f the rapkl growth o f the local during the “Bramlet Years” was due to his
charismatic and strong-fisted leadershq). When the Flammgo opened a new tower and
Caesar’s Palace and the International (now the Las Vegas Hflton), opened for business in
a short labor market. Culinary officials and organizers recruited members to relocate,
especially fi-om the deep South.^^
From the begmning o f the Culinary Union’s reign in Las Vegas, the black
community, especially workers represented by the organization, praised it for its fair and
equal representation. The Culinary Union represents wotkers in job classifications in the
kitchen, housekeeping, hotel lobby, and on the gaming floor. Some of these are food and
beverage servers, guest room attendants, hnen room woikers, bellhops, cashiers, and slot
carousel attendants. The Union has a presence m the hotel and casino portions o f the
gaming industry serving numerous fimctions that are revealed upon closer inspection.
Contracts negotiated by the Culinary Union include the benefits o f job protection,
adequate wages, paid holidays and vacations, sick leaves, accident and life insurance,
disability, medical insurance, unemployment compensation and retirement income.
Moreover, the Union administers the Collective Bargaining Agreement which protects
workers’ rights by resolving on-the-job problems and provides scholarshÿs to members’

Interview with Hattie Canty, Culinary IMon in Las Vegas. Nevada, 23 June 1993 as quoted in Kim
Beach, “Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees International LMon Culinary Local 226,”
unpublished, ( in author’s possession), 30 June 1993.
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chOdren.^^ The Union’s organizational structure allows for the professional handling o f
contract negotiation and employee grievances.
Female migrants enjoyed a measure o f job satisâction. Domestic jobs were
transformed into careers yielding good wages, job security, health and retirement benefits,
and en^loyment gyration. Gyration was popular because benefits followed the employee
to any hotel that allowed the Union to organize their workers. Freedom in the job market
is what employment gyration really means.
Lucille Bryant and Catherine Buchanan used this feeling o f fi’eedom to pursue their
desires for additional education. Both o f them left a rural lifest)de in Tallulah, Louisiana
and worked in the back-of-the-house o f several S trp hotels. Lucille received her AA
degree at the Community College o f Southern Nevada and Catherine entered UNLV.
Lucille entered college upon her retirement after more than thirty years in housekeeping.^^
Catherine worked as a maid as a young girl just out o f high school but decided that she
was qualified to work in the finnt-of-the-house as weft. She took a class in Front Desk
Operations at the Community college, applied and was hired by the Dunes as a Front Desk
Cleric in 1978. That work proved to her that her world was Ihnitless. She transferred out
of the gaming industry to the University where she worics as a secretary in the Liberal Arts
community and takes classes toward a bachelor’s degree in education.^*
Education o r a lack o f it may have prevented many migrant women o f the 1940s
and 1950s finm movmg out o f the domestic arena into other departments o f the hotels.

Kim Beach. “Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees International Unim Culinary Local
226,” unpublished, 30 June 1993.
"interview with Lucille Bryant.
Interview with Catherine Buchanan, Las Vegas, Nevada, 26 March 1997.
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Even those women with high school diplomas from school systems in Fordyce and
Tallulah may not have been comfortable in clerical settmgs. School sessions for blacks
were often designed around the agricultural seasons. Heneritta Pace told o f attending
school when it rained because Arm work was not possible. She remembered the school
sessions being about three months long.^^
The Culinary Union transformed these women into semi-professionals who became
community and church leaders and property owners. May Anna Madison, a middle-aged
former domestic quoted in John Langston Gwahney's Drylongso: A Self-P ortrait o f Black
America, declared: “One very inportant difference between white people and black people
is that white people think that you are your woric... Now, a black person has more sense
than that because he knows that what I am doing doesn’t have anything to do with what 1
want to do or what I do when I am doing for myself. Now, black people think that my
work is just what I have to do to get what I w ant."^ In Las Vegas, Madison’s insight
became the saying: “domestic w oik is honorable woik."^^ It became unnecessary to make
apologies for performing woric that was domestic in nature. It was only an expansion o f
the domestic phere. White women expanded it in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries to build parks, hospitals, and schools. Black women had done so since slavery in
their church and community work but now were adding a livable wage to some o f
housekeeping’s most undesirable fimctions. The inferiority status attached to maid’s work
was removed by the Culinary Workers Union, Local 226. The attitude o f the black

" Interview with Heneritta Pace, Las Vegas, Nevada, IS June 1996.
" John Langston Gwaltney, Drylongso: A Self-Portrait o f Black America (New Yodc Vintage,
1981), 173-74. in DadeneCladcIfine, WOma King, Linda Reed, eds.. We Specialize in the Wholly
Impossible: A Reader in Black Women’s History (Btoddyn: Carlson Putdishing, Inc., 1995), 25.
" Interview with Jackie Brantley, Las Vegas, Nevada, 27 October 1996.
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Westside community towards the Union reflected this new status black women came to
possess. The union was a necessary, professional organization that uplifted women as
well as men who woriced in the kitchens, housdceepmg, and as porters. Almost all union
jobs paM adequate wages and in addition, most had gratuities attached.
The function o f the hotel in the gaming industry is to make the gambler comfortable
before and after engaging in activities that make gaming so profitable. The role that the
housekeeping department plays is essential Initial property owners appreciated this work
and wanted it done w ell They operated on a more personal Ixisis than today. Many knew
their staff and were concerned atwut their problems on the job. The owners wanted happy
workers who would tie conscientious in their work o f provkiing comfort and cleanliness
for the customer. Many regulars to Las Vegas would request a particular maid whose
work they knew and liked. Some gamblers were superstitious and wanted everything the
same on each visit.^ A good, professional staff in housekeeping was necessary for a
smooth, efficiently operated hotel The Culinary Union provided training in their teaching
facility and each hotel enhanced it to meet their specific needs.
The Union prom oted from within its ranks and was therefore a training arena for
professional leadersh^ as w ell Shop stewards and business agents also served as
unofficial public relations consultants giving pep talks, encouraging meeting attendance,
and infrirming new members about their r i ^ s . Many black women were organizers and
leaders in their churches. The union expanded this experience and honed it to fit a new
environment. Sarah Hughes, Rachel Coleman, Hattie Canty, and many other Afiican
Americans women functioned as exanqiles and were fiivorably viewed by Westside
" Interview with Faye Duncan Daniels, Las Vegas, Nevada, 18 October 1996.
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residents. The Culmary Wdricer Union, Local 226 was the transforming agent for women
who thought o f themselves as maids but became professional career women.
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CHAPTER 4

“WE’RE MOVING ON UP:” THE MOULIN ROUGE ERA
The Moulin Rouge was the first integrated hotel/casino in Las Vegas. But the Moulin
Rouge was more than a physical structure. It was a symbol o f the best that the city had to
offer. It was a movement, a synergism, a symbolic watershed that introduced a new group
o f people into the struggle for social, economic, and political equality. The mkldle class
expanded forming a netwoik o f people who began to develop more political finesse by
establishing a newspaper and a Voter’s League. This new casino meant that the sizable
number o f Afiican American entertainers would no longer have to stay in private homes
on the Westside. “Other hotels [Strip hotels] began to relent in the practices o f restriction.
In almost a domino manner, one after the other began to allow its black entertainers more
freedom Nat “King” Cole had the run o f the house when he performed. Sammy Davis,
Jr. was permitted to bring his family to see his shows. Harry Belafonte was allowed to
gamble at the Sands. And lesser name black entertainers were provided accommodations
at the hotels where they performed.” ^
The Moulin Rouge Era q>anned from 19S4 to 1971. Construction began on the
Rouge in 1954 and prospective employees and black professionals started to migrate to
the Westside from around the country. March 26,1960, the official date o f racial

' The Moulin Rouge Preseivatiai Assodation First Edititm, Limited The Moulin Rouge Hotel:
History in the Making, 1996, pp. 12 -13.
46
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integration in Las Vegas and June 4,1971, the date o f the consent decree that forced
unions and hotels to hire blacks in positions other than those in the back-of^the-house,
were made possible by migrants who entered the city durmg the Moulin Rouge Era. These
new migrants were not from the South but from metropolitan areas such as New York,
Detroit, and Los Angeles. They included dancers, attorneys, singers, a doctor, a writer,
and a dentist. They were young, intelligent, energetic, and bold. They reinvigorated the
local NAACP branch and continued a string o f “firsts” —the first Afiican American
medical practice, the first dental office, the first black newspaper, the first black television
show, the first black house-dancer on the Strip, and the first black cocktail waitress on the
Strip
Nationally, in 1955 the Supreme Court ordered the nation to act “with all deliberate
speed” upon the May 17,1954 ruling in the Brown v Board o f Education case which
declared school desegregation the law o f the land As school boards mobilized to adhere
to the ruling some o f the other obstacles to equal participation began to crumble.
Southern violence erupted. The sentiments o f Yale-educated Judge Tom Brady expressed
the way many white southerners felt. Referring to the lengths that some whites had gone
to defend race privileges, Brady threatened a revolution and wrote “The loveliest and
purest o f God’s creatures, the nearest thing to an angelic being that tread this terrestrial
ball is a well-bred, cultural Southern white woman ” No outsiders, including the Supreme
Court could force such a change.^ The battles begart In 1955, there were three lynchings
in Mississippi, two NAACP leaders were killed because they refused to remove their

■Lerone Bennett, Jr., Before the Mayflower: A History o f Black America (New Yodc Penguin
Books, 1987, 6th edition) pp. 376-77.
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names from the list o f registered voters, and Emmett TUI, a teenager, was murdered for
whistling at or speaking to a white w oman

hi December 1955, Rosa Paries, an active

NAACP member and passenger on a city bus in Montgomery, Alabama refused to
relinquish her seat in the front o f the black section to a white passenger who had no seat
because the forward section o f the bus was filled.
In Las Vegas, Nevada, an event o f equal political hnportance occurred. The Moulin
Rouge opened to a standing-room only crowd. At approximately this time. Las Vegas
gained the name o f the “M ississ^ i o f the West” finm one o f the new professionals. Bob
Bailey.^ Montgomery and Las Vegas were miles apart geographically but racial attitudes
were the same. The mferior treatment o f blacks was similar. Like southern towns. Las
Vegas had segregated housing which resulted in segregated schools. Restaurants did not
allow black customers and movie theaters provided seating based on race.^
The Moulin Rouge operated at full capacity for almost six months. The Montgomery
bus boycott that resulted after Rosa Parks’ actions lasted for almost a year. The city o f
Las Vegas, like that o f Montgomery, would never again be the same in its racist behavior.
On that one night in May, Las Vegas soared past other cities that stood as bastions o f
racial segregation. Just as Rosa Paries had sparked a Civil Rights Movement in the South,
the Rouge ignited the protest in Las Vegas. Previous warriors for equality —W oodrow
)&Hson, Lubertha Johnson, Jimmy Gay, Clarence Ray, Owedia Brooks, Cora V^Hiams,
Mabel Hoggaid, Rev. Prentiss Walker, and many others —had been fighting against
tremendous odds since the early 1940s. The playing field leveled slightly in 1955 because

^ Interview with Wflliam H. (Bob) Bafley, collector: Betqr Rosenthal, Las Vegas, NV, 16 March 1978.
Moulin Rouge: A Stroll Down Memory Lane, Emcee: Bob Bailey, 120 minutes, Moulin Rouge Hotel
& Casino, Las Vegas, NV, 3 October 1992.
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that small mklcUe class grew adding new e n e r^ and new ideas. Some o f the new arrivals
were Dr. Charles West, Dr. James McNfiDian, Alice Key, Anna Bailey, Dee Dee Jasmin,
Charles Kellar, Bob Bailey, and D. D. Cotton. The torch passed to a new generation that
demanded to be included.
Dr. McMillan became the president o f the NAACP shortly after his arrival Dr.
Charles West and his wife Dottie though, were the official trailblazers among these new
professionals. Alice Key remembered the pulls upon the West family.
Well, Dr. West was a fiiend o f mme, and his wife Dottie. I
knew them separately before they knew each other. And
they got married and he was practicmg in Detroit. And
Count Basie told him, he was a friend o f Basie’s, told him,
“Doc, you know what?’ He said, “ You ought to go to Las
Vegas. Every time I play there, it’s so discriminatory there.
And when I go to the Westskle, 1 think about the children
there. They have no role models. There’s not a black
lawyer. The only people they see riding around in a
Cadillac is the dnig hustlers or the pinçs. They just need
some black professionals and role models there.” And they
were on vacation, he and Dottie came to Los Angeles for
vacation and we were on the beach. And he was telling me
this story. I guess Dottie had heard it So I said, “Why
don’t you?” And he said, “Are you kidding? You know 1
practice medicine in three states. I’m not thinking about
taking another one o f those state exams. And Dottie hated
Detroit. You know, she wanted to get out o f Detroit. She
said, “I’m ready to move.” So we packed up and went back
to town and none o f us knew what the capital o f Nevada
was. So we had to call the newspaper to find our that
Carson City was the capital o f Nevada. And we made a
phone can and coincidentafty, they were only giving [the
exam] once a year then. I don’t know what they do now
but it was going to be given two days from then. So we
put him on a plane the next day and flew him up there....
Six weeks or two months later, she caUed up one day and
said, “W e’re packing for Las Vegas

Interview with Alice Key, Las Vegas, Nevada, 17 Febniaiy 1997.
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When Dr. West arrived in 1954, the Moulin Rouge was under construction. Dr.
McMillan called him in the sfning o f 1955 from Detroit where snow was still on the
ground. The tenqierature was ten degrees below zero. West told him that it was 75
degrees in Las Vegas. McNfiOan visited his friends the following week-end and
accompanied West on a call to the Moulin Rouge. A hotel guest who was suffering from
a minor complaint paid West with five casino chô>s. They were $100 each. McMillan
took the state exam and returned to Detroit to pack up his practice.^
Prior to this professional class migration, the existmg middle class had not been kile in
its pursuit for racial equality. Women were in the forefront o f the move to integrate the
city. Lubertha Johnson, Recreational Director for Carver Park, and Mabel Hoggard, first
black school teacher in Las Vegas, would call and make reservations for shows on the
Strip. Lubertha gave her address in Paradise Valley. It was unusual for blacks to live
outside o f the Westside or Carver Paric in Henderson, thus their reservations were always
accepted. When they appeared at the showrooms, they were always seated but usually
after many tense moments.^ Showrooms and casinos were in an awkward situation.
They wanted to keep their southern white high-rollers happy but they did not want
unpleasant scenes in full view of those customers either. Johnson and Hoggard were
appropriately dressed, well-educated, and professional They were c o n se n t o f being
seated because their reservations were on the list taken earlier in the day by a casino
employee. Other Afiican Americans were also seated as invited guests during this period.

* Moulin Rouge: A Stroll Dawn Memory Lane.
' Jamie Cougbtiy, Lubertha Johnson: Civil Rights Efforts in Las Vegas, 1940s - 1960s (Reno;
IMversity of Nevada Reno, Oral (fistoiy Program, 1988), 38.
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Jimmy and Hazel Gay went to many shows at the S ands/ hi the early fifties, female
entertainers were also outspoken about their treatment in Las Vegas while performing.
Josephine Baker’s two- week engagement caused quite a stir and Lubertha Johnson was
one o f the black people in her audience.
They had tried to get Josephine Baker to come here many
times. She’d tell them that she wouldn’t come and entotam
for white people where they occluded black people... the El
Rancho finally gave her a contract,.. and agreed that they
would allow blacks in. When Miss Baker got to Las Vegas,
she went around and found some NAACP people and told
them to be sure to come down to the hotel, so w e did. I
dkln’t go the first night, but I went the second night, after
she had entertained, and a few black people went. .. The
next night they told Miss Baker that diey had followed their
contract, because they had allowed blacks to come in one
night. She did the whole Westskle, and went around and
told everybody, “Be sure to come tonight to the hotel” So
we went, a whole group o f us. ... [They weren’t allowed
in. Miss Baker led them in and the hotel refused to serve
them ] Miss Baker went on the stage and she just sat there.
She sakl “Now, I’m not going to entertain. You just stay
where you a re ... I’m going to sit right here till they make
up their minds.. ” Finally, the management let us in and told
us to sit down, and they served us.’
Jimmy Gay bridged both the old established mkldle class group and the new
professionals. Gay was unique because neither Johnson’s husband nor Hoggard’s
husband would accongwrny them on their excursions to integrate various hotels. “Women
would do these kinds o f things, men were more reluctant. It’s always easier for women.
... if they [men] went in, that was a bigger challenge to the whites.”^" Gay had a
prestigious position as a key fund raiser with the NAACP. It is possible that his

Interview with Hazel Gay, Las Vegas, NV, 2 December 1995.
” Ibid.. 39.
Ibid.. 39.
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relationship and mfhience with the owners o f the Sands made this possible. Many
NAACP branches received donations from the white business community. “I think it had
been important for blacks in Las Vegas to get the support o f whites for their causes. I
think we have to realize that people who have the power are people to whom we must
appeal for support.” " This statement by Nfrs. Johnson supports the policy which had
prevailed prior to the mkldle-class migration and would commue as a link between the two
groups. But the new addition, the professionals, wanted to move in new directions.
Alice Key and Bob Bailey took the dramatic step o f starting the first black television
show. They secured the sponsors who were all black. Bob directed and produced the
show and Alice was the host. The guests were the currem talem appearing in the city.
The show was an hour long and designed in the currem talk show format. Some o f the
advertisers were the Town Tavern, Bruner’s Liquor Store, and the Moulin Rouge. This
show aired for a short time around the opening weeks o f the Moulin Rouge.^^
The Rouge was a showplace that could rival any hotel on the Strq). It w as first-class
with superb service. Waiters were hired fix>m among the best across the country and
served a gourmet mtemational cuisine while wearmg tuxedos and white gloves in the
Deauville Room The dress shop was stocked to capacity with the finest clothes available
and was operated by Hazel Gay. The bar was huge and constructed o f the most elegantly
polished wood. The audience was peppered with politicians, celebrities, and high-rollers
every night. And the emertainmem was the best in the city because after the paid acts
con^leted their performances, others emertainers who were there as customers, would

Ibid., 57.
'■ Interview with Alice Key.
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entertain in io^xomptn sessions. The dancers were the crowning glory o f the Rouge.
They were the first Afiican American house line in the city and were hand-picked for their
beauty and talent. The opening night performance o f the Watusi appeared on the cover o f
Life M agazine in May 1955.
Some o f the dancers who arrived to work at the Moulin Rouge were well traveled, had
performed in shows in the best theaters in the country, and chose to make Las Vegas their
home. One o f these dancers was Anna Bailey. She had no desire to end her career when
the Rouge closed in November o f 1955 but the city only bad white dancers as regulars in
their house lines. So Anna went on the road with a Larry Steele production dancing in a
starring role. She also traveled with Pearl Bailey becoming the head dancer. Tired o f the
road after about five years, Anna began to apply for positions on the Strip. She was hired
by the Flammgo in 1960 or 1961 after many feiled auditions at other S tr^ properties. The
Flamingo hired her on her reputation alone, not requiring an audition. When Anna speaks
o f that job search there is the realization that her talent was not the sole criteria for the
job. “When I did go out for auditions, and I was really going to go out and try to get in
other hotels now, they’d show me the step and I’d go out to do it and they’d stop me
before I’d finish. So in a way, I think that maybe if I dkl have a different color that maybe
I could have gotten a job. I tried out at the Folies Bergere Show. I tried at the Lido
Show. And I never could get through an audition. I think that I was really pretty good
then. Because they always said that I was one of the top dancers and my memory was
good. 1 could always remember the routine. I never could get passed the
choreographer.”^^
Interview with A nna Bailey, Las Vegas, Nevada, 3 March 1997.
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D. D. Cotton was a dancer who migrated to Las Vegas in 1957. She danced m the
line at the Carver House on the Westside. She also worked as a dealer, keno writer, and
cocktail waitress. In 1966, she was hired as one o f the two first black cocktail waitresses
at Ceasars Palace. Peggy Walker was the other. One o f the most interesting periods o f D.
D.’s career was when the Culinary Union attempted to get positions other than
housekeeping for black women immediately after the March 1960 integration order. On
March 11,1960, McMillan, president o f the NAACP wrote a letter to Mayor Oran
Gragson threatening massive street protests if downtown and Strip businesses did not end
discriminatory practices by March 26. An agreement was not reached during that two
week period but on the 26th, black and white community leaders ( those present included
Dr. McMillan, Mayor Gragson, Governor Grant Sawyer, S m publisher. Hank Greenspun,
and Lubertha Johnson) met in the coffee shop o f the Moulin Rouge and decided that
desegregation would end in Las Vegas on that day at 6 p m.^*
D. D. joined the Culinary Union and agreed to be used as a “guinea pig” to test the
possibility o f blacks woridng in a traditionally “white” job. Sarah Hughes, a union
business agent knew D. D. and thought she would be excellent for this experiment. D. D.
was sent to “every place in town.” Fmally she was hired at the Nevada Chib as a cocktail
waitress in the slot machine area. It was not necessary to take orders from the players.
Each waitress just filled a tray with a set number o f prepared drinks —three screwdrivers,
three rum and cokes, etc. —and offered them to customers. Eventually she was given a
chance to woric in the pit area where tips were more lucrative. The other cocktail

'■*Eugene Moehnng, Resort City in the Sunbelt: Las Vegas, 1930 - 1970 (Las Vegas, IMveisity of
Nevada Press, 1989), 184. and Alan Jatlson, “Color Barrier Lifted After Parley,” Las Vegas Sun.
Saturday, 26 March 1960, Al.
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waitresses did not want this opportunity extended to a black person but the pit boss
defended her right to be there.
Next, a black dealer, Richard Walker was hired. “So at that time, Richard Walker and
I were the only two black people that were woridng m a white establishment, anywhere m
town.” (This is probably the approximate period, 1960-61, that Anna Bailey was hired at
the Flammgo.) D. D. and Richard were novelties. Woricers from surrounding
establishments would come in just to look at them It had only been a few years since D.
D. had been asked to leave the Golden Nugget when she had tried to gamble at the craps
table. “Within three or four months, every place on Fremont Street had at least a black
dealer. The cocktail waitresses were maybe a little slower to get in there.” In 1966, the
first blacks on Fremont Street left for positions on the Strip. “Peggy and 1 went to
Ceasars and James went to the Riviera and Richard went to the Stardust.” D. D. was
aware o f the responsibility of being “a first” and was careful not to respond negatively
when racial slurs were used to describe her. She believed that it was more important to
pave the way for other blacks.^^
D. D.’s career also attested to the personal involvement o f the NAACP in assisting
blacks willing to break racial barriers in the city. When she left Ceasars in 1970 she
learned to deal and soon sought a job at the Tropicana where she became the first black
female dealer. When she felt she was ready to be a floor manager Dr. James McMfilan,
past president o f the NAACP, appeared on her behalf. “They wouldn’t train me for it.
Then they gave it to me and 1 had it for about two weeks, they took it away from me.”
Dr. McMillan spoke with the Vice President o f Human Resources and D. D. was
" Interview with D. D. Cotton, Las Vegas, Nevada, 14 Febniaiy 1997.
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reinstated to the job. She has been at the Tropicana for twenty-four years; sixteen since
that promotion in 1981.

Unfortunately, she is still the only black in a casino management

position at the Tropicana. ‘1 am the only one. I was the first and I am the only one at this
present tim e.... In feet, I was the first black they ever promoted to the floor.”
Though the Culinary Union began to seek jobs for black women other than those in
the back-of-the-house, their progress was not rapid enough. The local NAACP attorney,
Charles Kellar demanded a fair share o f nonmenial jobs for blacks immediately. Serious
action, concerning civil rights violations, was not taken until March 1965 when Nevada
Assembly BiH 404 passed outlawing discrimination on the basis o f race, color, or creed in
statewide public accommodations and enq)loyment in places with fifteen or more
workers.

But job discrimination continued even after that law and a series o f meetings

between black community leaders and representatives o f the white power structure. It
continued after peaceful protests and violent demonstrations as w ell Finally in 1967,
Kellar filed a conçlaint with the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) in San
Francisco against the local culinary union, the teamsters union and seventeen hotels. The
hotels named were the Aladdin, Castaways, Ceasars Palace, Desert hm. Dunes, Flammgo,
Frontier, Hacienda, hitemational, Landmaric, Riviera, Sahara, Sands, Silver Slipper,
Stardust, Thundertnrd, and the Tropicana. The decree instructed the defendants in new,
acceptable hiring guidelines. The decree declared that the unions and hotels named
shall hire and assign applicants for employment and shall
promote, transfer, train, demote, and dismiss employees
without regard to race and without engaging in any act or
practice which has the purpose or the effect o f
'®Ibid

' ' Eugene Moehnng, Resort City in the Sunbelt: Las Vegas, 1930 - 1970 (Las Vegas, University of
Nevada Press, 1989), 188.
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discriminating against any individual because o f his race o r
color in regards to his enq>loyment opportunities and shall
promote and transfer employees in such a way as to provide
employment opportunities to black persons which are equal
to feose provMed to white perso n s/'
Because o f the success and the public’s knowledge o f this legal action, blacks applied
for jobs that could lead to management positions. Some o f the more recent migrants, and
in some cases descendants o f back-of-the-house woricers, were trailblazers into corporate
boardrooms. They entered a segment o f the gaming industry where few if any African
Americans had gone before and gamed valuable career experiences. Three o f these unk^ue
women were Jackie Brantley, Faye Todd, and Faye Duncan Daniels.
Brantley’s maternal grandfather migrated to Las Vegas from Alco, Louisiana, in the
1930s. Her mother followed in the early 1940s after she had conq)leted college where she
earned a teaching degree. As a young girl on the Westside, Brantley remembers the area
as a vibrant neighborhood where children were safe and could swim and ride horses for
recreation. Businesses on Jackson Street flourished. Famous black entertainers were part
o f the street scene because they were prohibited from mingling with white customers on
the strip. Jackie’s family bought property on the Westside which she retains today
believing that the area win return to the bustling center o f activity that it once was.
When Brantley finished high school she went to woric as a maid at the Westward Ho
for a few months to save money for her wedding. She explains her jo b decision in this
fashion: “Throughout our history, we have been taught that domestic work is important
because you have to know how to clean up your own house and do it w ell Whatever you
do, do it weU... It is honorable w ork.” She worked there for six months and after her
United States o f America v Nevada Resort Association, et.al., (xmsent decree LV 1645 (1971).
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wedding went to woric as a secretary for the Clark County School District where she
remained from December 1966 until June 1974. After giving bnth to her son she returned
to work in the spring o f 1975 as a secretary at the Desert hm where she remained until
1978. This position was not seen as an ordinary clerical job. Jackie remembers that
“...thirty women had frown in from around the country, from Los Angeles and various
other places, who were interested in that position. It was considered a stepping-stone
position; a glamorous type o f position but at the same time you would have the
opportunity to learn first hand about entertainment, PR public relations], and how hotels
operate.” She was not the first black woman who woriced in hotel administration there.
Barbara McCants had worked there previously. Brantley also could turn to Faye Todd or
could call Faye Daniels at the Union Plaza for advice. This new group o f management
trainees used networicing as then problem solving strategy.
Brantley found her work as a secretary exciting and saw it leading to bigger and better
opportunities. Surprisingly, she woriced for two women, Gennie McDvanie, Publicity
Director, and Bonnie Hayes, Entertainment Coordinator. Within one year, both women
had moved on to different positions and she became Advertising and Publicity Manager.
In that position, Jackie edited several in-house publications, represented the hotel at
various affairs that were collaborative among Strip hotels, and managed an extensive
advertising budget. In 1978, the glamour came to an end for Brantley as big corporations
emerged to lead Las Vegas. She believes that the glamour ended for the city as well. “A
sudden change occurred on the Las Vegas Strip from end to end. No longer did it have
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that Las Vegas atmosphere. ...They [ownershq) prior to corporations] knew how to do
things. They went the extra mile to please the customer.”^’
One o f the first people Jackie Brantley bad met at the Desert hm was Faye Todd who
was about to embark on her most exciting job in the industry, opening the Landmark
Hotel. Race relations had changed significantly since her earliest memories o f Las Vegas.
Upon her arrival in 1964, Todd suffered the humiliation o f being called a “nigger” by a
white man. It was the first time she bad heard the word firom the lips o f a white person.
She grew up in San Antonio, Texas where race relations were harmonious probably
because o f the large Latin American population with smaller white and black groups. She
and her family (husband, James and three children) moved to Las Vegas in 1964 because
of her husband’s desire to become a chef. She enrolled in a night course at Rancho High
School’s adult program to acquire clerical skills. There, she was fortunate enough to form
relationships that have lasted to the present. Therefore, when she entered management
she bad a network o f other black women who were also entermg professional positions
simultaneously. The clerical skills acquired at Rancho allowed them to get their foot in
the door o f the administrative departments o f hotels and led some of them into
management.
Todd’s career in the gaming industry began at the Dunes in 1970. Hotel maiugement
wanted to alleviate the pressure being exerted by the local branch o f the NAACP which
sought con^liance with the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Todd was aware that several black
women had been hired and fired at the Dunes. “I had heard after 1 got the job that several
black women bad been in that particular office,” she explained. They would work a little
All quotes are horn: biterview with Jackie Brantley, Las Vegas, Nevada, 27 October 1996.
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bit then they would let them go so we figured out what they were doing. They were
trying to fill this quota. This was during the time they had the consent decree and they
needed to fill the quota.* They would fill the quota and then they would let’em go. Their
excuse was. We tried it and it didn’t woric.’ ”
On the day o f her inevitable firmg, she decided to handle the situation differently from
her predecessors. She did not berate the boss about the unfairness o f the tasks that had
been designed solely to ensure her feihire. histead, after her immediate supervisor had
fired her, she completed all the unfinished work on her desk and “thanked him for the
opportunity he had provMed to her.” A few months later when she started as Executive
Secretary at the Desert hm, Harry Williams, her new boss who was the hotel manager,
stated that her “recommendation from the Dunes was the best that he had ever received on
any employee.” He could not believe that she had been fired as she indicated on her
application. He hired Todd out of a pool o f twenty-five applicants when instructed to hire
a woman as a result o f the federal consent decree.
The Desert hm had been designed and completed twenty-one years earlier as a resort
for high-rollers. Hence the customers remained almost 100 percent white even as the
workforce became more diverse. Todd’s skills developed rapidly as she solved a wide
range o f problems for hotel guests. After five years she became the Special Events
Coordinator under the Marketing Director, Nick GuDo. He enq>loyed two other women
in mid-level management positions as Sales Manager and Manager o f Publicity and
Advertising (Jackie Brantley). As Special Events Coordinator, Todd planned and
implemented golf and tennis tournaments and special celebrations. Because o f the
* Faye is probably referring to the I960 agreement.
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numerous contacts with celebrities, high rollers, and various well-connected hotel guests,
Faye met the people who would employ her in her dream job in the gammg industry: Zula
and Ted Wolfram from Ohio.
After a long and close friendship developed between the two women, Zula informed
Faye that she and her husband were going to purchase a hotel/casino and that they wanted
her to work for them They purchased the Landmark Hotel and Todd took the dual
position o f Entertainment Director and Corporate Executive Assistant. The Wolfimns
continued to reside in Ohio with Todd as their Liaison m Las Vegas. Because o f her
diplomatic skills she was able to establish a good working relationship with Jeff Silver,
Hotel General Manager, and woik effectively w ith the owners simultaneously. She did
not know how high in the management ranks she was actually considered until one day she
visited the main security location where pictures o f all executives were displayed in the
form o f a pyramid. She was at the top between Zula and Ted, above the General
Manager.
At that time and for many years to come, Todd was the only woman Entertainment
Director on the S tr^ . (In the industry, the Landmark and the Continental which became
the Las Vegas Hilton, were consklered Strip properties even though they were not located
on Las Vegas Boulevard.) One of Todd’s major accomplishments was producing a
musical production that ran for eight months. She did everything from auditioning and
hiring the dancers to overseeing the construction o f the stage while controlling the entire
budget allotted for the production. The Wolfram’s came to town about once a month and
appreciated her work so much that she was given a bonus on each visit and on one
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occasion, a new car. After six glorious years, Ted Wolfram was accused and convicted of
fraud m his stock brokerage firm m Ohio.**

The hotel/casmo closed and Todd’s dream

job ended. She moved on to the Sahara where she began as an Administrative Assistant in
food services. It was not until she trained the fourteenth o f eighteen food service directors
in her thirteen years o f employment, that she received a promotion to Assistant Director of
Food Services. She remained at the Sahara for eighteen years. In September 1996, the
new management*** asked her to take a cut in salary. She declined and is presently
deciding whether to start her own business or apply for other positions on the Las Vegas
Strip."’
In 1988 a similar change in management at the Union Plaza Hotel led Faye Duncan
Daniels to lose her job as w ell Her introduction to the world o f clerical positions had
begun prior to her jobs in the gaming industry. She went to work as a typist at Reynolds
Engineering, an employment contractor for the Nevada Test Site. This job and several
others in police woric and local government opened her eyes to racism Fortunately, she
was astute enough to use these situation as growing experiences and learned to respond to
racism from a position o f strength and intelligence. She believes that blacks must “make
racism work for us.” Her last job prior to entering the gaming industry was a typist
position which began with her entry into a beautiful Claric County office with plush
carpeting. Daniels thought, “This is it!, I have arrived.” Minutes later she was taken to
her desk in the kitcherL But the kitchen was where everyone who was anyone in this town

** More infoimatian on this series of events may be found in the book Master Manipulator by Homer
Brickey, Jr. written in 1985.
*** Bill Bennett who had recently resigned from Circus, Circus, Inc. purchased the property.
All quotes are ftom: hiterview with Faye Todd, Las Vegas, Nevada, 15 October 1996.
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went for coffee before their numerous meetings. She got to know ah o f them on a firstname basis. This is one Faye’s exanples o f what is meant by “making discrimination woric
for you.”
Daniels’ first position in the gammg industry came as a result o f her desire for more
glamour in her life. She took a job as a secretary to the personnel Director at the Sands in
1971 where it was her duty to hire Afiican Americans to fulfill the specifications o f the
recently enacted consent decree. She lost that position because she was sending blacks to
department heads throughout the hotel to apply for jobs that had already been fihed. O f
course she was only notified o f a position after it had been fihed. Jimmy Gay helped her
obtain her next position as a Room Reservationist at the Union Plaza H otel The Plaza
was a posh downtown show place owned by Frank Scott. After six years there she
became a Front Desk Q erk and in 1977 became Chief Cleric. This promotion caused
resentment among most o f the other enployees even though she had trained many o f
those who had been promoted while she remained too long m a clerical role. In 1980,
Daniels became one o f the two Assistant Hotel Managers at the Plaza in Las Vegas. In
that position she blossomed as she put together the Hotel Manager’s Association which
allowed managers city-wkie to share goals, experiences, and off-the-record enployee
information. She feels that her major accomplishments were the creation o f a job-training
and English program for Mexican Americans as well as a literacy program for all
employees. Daniels is proud o f her achievements and honored that this hotel was the first
that openly welcomed black guests. When the hotel was sold to Jackie Gaughn, the
management styie changed and on October 15, 1988, after eighteen years at the Plaza, she
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was fired. She moved on to the Golden Nugget as the first black Assistant Hotel Manager
but had no real power and found that there was no intimacy among the employees. She
decided to bow out o f the industry. At the present time she is a teacher, m an aduk
education program, for young people who are seeking positions in Front Desk
Management.""
The new professionals who migrated to Las Vegas at the beginning o f the Moulin
Rouge’s heyday caused the city to change more rapidly. These changes would have
occurred without their presence but because o f them involvement. Las Vegas has
progressed along with other cities. Just as Rosa Paries and the Montgomery Bus Boycott
symbolizes the beginning o f the Civil Rights Movement, the Moulin Rouge is a symbol o f
the begmning o f the end o f racial segregation in Las Vegas. The Moulin Rouge was the
ideal example in race relations. The Rouge was a place where on a daily basis, wall-towall crowds o f well dressed, well behaved individuals played and were entertained by the
biggest stars. They ate the best food, and mingled with the most beautiful people both
black and white. The new professionals wanted to extend this ideal setting to the housing
policies in the city and into the unequal schools. They wanted jobs for blacks in the hotels
and casinos on the Strip; not just those in the back-of-the-house but in management, in the
dice pit, and on the stage. The Moulin Rouge which employed just over SO percent
Afiican Americans proved that blacks could handle these jobs and could do the work
well"" Professor Roosevelt Fitzgerald o f UNLV’s Ethnic Studies Program, w rote that
“As significant as the Rouge was for the entertainment and lodging opportunities it

All data are from: Interview with Faye Duncan Daniels, Las Vegas, Nevada, 18 October 1996.
“ Moulin Rouge: A Stroll Down Memory Lane.
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provided for blacks, it may have been more inqwrtant as a demonstration that people in a
mixed-race crowd could enjoy themselves in a public place without a riot ensuing.”^
Five years after the grand openmg and the infamous closmg o f the Moulin Rouge, the
site was used for the signing o f the agreement that ended segregation m Las Vegas.
Attending that meeting were members o f the old leadership and the new professionals.
The Las Vegas struggle to equalize opportunities was a collaborative effort that intensified
when new ideas and innovative te c h n ^ e s were introduced by the new bold addition to
the community. Lubertha Johnson clarifies the new leadership roles within the black
community.
There were many people who were very active and were
moving toward making changes before we had any of the
black professionals, such as Drs. McMillan and West and
Attorney Charles Kellar, come in to Las Vegas. Earlier,
most o f the people who came seeking jobs and seeking a
better way o f life for their families and their childrai were
generally not educated. I think the professional blacks
appreciated what had been done before they came, and they
used their knowledge and their own experience to help to
bring about the necessary actions. ... I don’t think it was
hard for the black professionals to assume leadership. I
think we appreciated their abilities... I would say that I was
among the first to encourage bringing these black
professionals in and using them, using their expertise and
their experience, because some o f them had been active in
other NAACP organizations.^^
The Rouge closed in November o f 1955 but its influence continued. The closing was
a shock to the entire city. Liens against the Moulin Rouge which was owned by Will Max
Schwartz, Louis Ruben, and Alexander Bismo were not paid and the county authorities

^ Tom Flagg, “The Joint: The Moulin Rouge, Harbinger of Integration in Las Vegas.” Oasis
Magazine ofUNLV, Autumn 1991, 8-11.
Coughtry, Lubertha Johnson: Civii Rights Efforts in Las Vegas, 57-58.
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padlocked the doors. Nümy mterviewees believe that the casinos on the Strip forced its
closure because they lost valuable clientele to the Rouge.
The closing was inadvertently good for the city because it permitted some o f those
motivated, well trained, talented woricers from the Rouge to seek employment that was
previously denied to African Africans in Las Vegas. Anna Bailey and Dee Dee Jasmin
went on to dance on the S trç paving the way for many others. Bob Bailey who was the
emcee at the Rouge was appointed to the Civil Rights Commission. He was able to
investigate inferior treatment o f blacks on a statewkie level The “new” professionals
continued the fight until all the hotels in Las Vegas looked like the Moulin Rouge —
integrated at all levels. The back-of- the-house where Lucille Bryant, Heneritta Pace,
Essie Jacobs, Alma Whimey, and many other women from Foidyce and Tallulah worked
also became integrated as their union benefits expanded. They walked the picket lines
when necessary to secure privileges for themselves and future generations o f all ethnic
groups. The new professionals, the old middle class, and the woddng class fought in
different ways but for the same things; equality and a better life which included good
schools for their children, a better income to ensure improved conditions for the femily
unit, and a sense o f excitement and fun for themselves.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSION
History is everybody talking at once, multiple riiythms being
played simultaneously. The events and people we write
about did not occur in isolation but in dialogue with a
myriad o f other people and events. As historians we try to
isolate one conversation and to explore it, but the trick is
then how to put that conversation in a context which makes
evident its dialogue w ith so many others —how to make this
one lyric stand alone and at the same time be m coimection
with all the other lyrics being sung.^
Some o f the lyrics that play within the lives o f black women are work, class, race,
and gender. The status o f black women’s employment was negatively impacted by the lack
of unionization. Sociologist Jose Sohero argued that non-union affiliated jobs caused
even more oppression to black women who were already at the bottom o f the
occupational hierarchy.^ Scholars have argued that the type o f woric “saved” for black
women has been most difficult to unionize and that exaggerated the negative aspects o f
service work. However, black women in Las Vegas had the advantage o f a labor union
organization. Their w o * , though domestic in nature, was not private home work as it had
been in the South but was an important part o f Nevada’s major industry —gaming.

' Elsa Baddey Btown, “ ‘What Has Happened Here;’ The Politics of Difference in Women’s History
and Feminist Politics,” in “We Specialize in the Wholly Impossible: " A Reader in Black Women s
History, eds. Darlene Cladc (fine, WDma King, Linda Reed (Brooklyn: Carlson Publishing, Inc.,
1995X41.
■Jose M. Soltero. Inequality in the Workplace: Underemployment Among Mexicans, Africans
Americans and Whites (New York: Garland PoMishing, Inc., 1996), 67.
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Through the Culinary Wbikers Union, Local 226, the housekeeping positions yielded a
good benefits package, adequate wages, and the ability to move about within
housekeeping departments and among various hotels. The union assisted in erasmg some
o f the harsh stigma attached to this traditional black woman’s w o * . African American
women domestics were viewed negatively from a national standpoint. Even the popular
black magazine. Ebony, was “not interested m mirroring traditional black women’s
occupational patterns in their magazine. Their purpose was to counter the image o f black
women as domestic drudges and to emphasize their potential for w o * that was better
paying and more challenging and prestigious.”^ The Las Vegas black community, on the
other hand, emphasized the positive aspects o f unionized housekeeping. They described
the back-of-the-house work as “honorable” And even today, executives at Ceasars Palace
refer to the housekeeping department as the-heart-of-the-house.
This generation of black women who migrated for w o * in the pre-Civil Rights era
could not move out o f a w o*ing class status. By virtue o f their w o * , they were
permanently there. What does class mean when multiplied by race and then multiplied by
gender? Deborah K. King issued a caveat that race, gender, and class are not additive
having only a single, direct and independent effect on status but are three interdependent
control systems. It is rather a ‘multiple’ or a multiplicative relationshÿ among them
resulting in the equation: racism x sexism x classism.* Black women, even when
represented by a labor union, in a setting o f severe racism lacked the economic and

^ Jacqueline Jones, Labor o f Love, 272.
* Deborah K. King, “Multiple Jeopardy Consciousness: The Context of a Black Feminist Ideology” in
Words o f Fire: An Anthology ofAfrican-American Feminist Thought, ed. Beverly Guy-Sheftall (New
York: The New press, 1995), 297.
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political power necessary to defeat segregated housing, inferior schools, inadequate
neighborhood mfiastructure —paved streets, sewage, etc., —and segmented labor
maricets. But what about the next generation o f black women who did enter entertamment
and management positions?
When employment discrimination eased slightly in 1971, black women used clerical
skills as a means to enter mid-level management slots. The jobs that opened for women in
this period were those that were no longer valued as avenues to upper level management.
Sociologist, Natalie Sokoloff found that “professional jobs in which white women and
minorities entered between 1960 and 1980 were those jobs which were ‘deteriorating’ in
the sense o f losing status, income and opportunity. In times o f major changes in
occupational structure, white men still end up in the best jobs.”^ The professional job
market geared up for the conqmter age. Faye Todd, Jackie Brantley, and Faye Daniels
entered management positions in customer relations, public relations, and entertainment.
They were visible to casino/hotel management and to customers. It seems that the nature
o f the gaming business would reward these jobs as essential elements o f the mdustry. But
the industry changed from family owned operations to big corporations, so it is true that
even in gaming, the financially lucrative positions were no longer those with the great
visibility but those in the back-of-the-corporate-house.
There was another group o f women who were mWdle class and w o*ed in the black
community through organizations like the NAACP. Lubertha Johnson and Mabel

^ Natalie SokolofL “Race and Ethnic Minotities and White Women in Management; Changes and
Challenges,” Nancy DiTomaso and Steven A. Smith in Women and Minorities in American
Professions, eds. Joyce Tang and Earl Smith (New Ymk: State IMvetsity of New Yoric Press, 1996),
94.
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Hoggard used their societal status to confront racism. They found that they had greater
freedom in their attempts to mtegrate hotels because o f their gender. Their husbands
never accompanied them on their unofficial “sit-ins.” After two decades. Dr. McMillan,
Bob Bailey, Dr. West, and other professional black men were in the forefront o f a higher
profile civil rights movement. Women were in the background probably arranging the
meetings necessary to promote the civil rights agenda. Why did this role reversal occur?
Jo Ann Robinson. Montgomery bus boycott organizer, and Ella Baker, organizer o f many
student civil rights participants, were two o f the major forces in the national movement.
Sexism and black nationalism seemed to have curtailed the power o f black women and
banished them to invisible roles. Men assumed the fight against racism as their own
personal battle while subjecting black women to an increased level o f oppression through
expanded black male sexism. Local women like D. D. Cotton and Anna Bailey put their
bodies on the line, each time they entered their places o f work, to prove that the w o * of
black men was indeed successful Cotton, Bailey, and many others received no credit for
their direct confix>ntations of racial barriers. The expanded middle class resulting from the
professional migration during the Moulin Rouge Era, increased the number o f people who
had the free time to pursue racial economic, and political equality. There is no evidence
that black women in Las Vegas were part o f the organized feminist movement. Their
primary fight was still to eliminate racial barriers. In Nevada black women also faced an
unusually heightened negative sexual image.
The image o f women in Las Vegas is over shadowed by the myth o f the dancers and
showgirls. Unfortunately, the public’s perception is not that o f the professionally trained.
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hard-working dancers that they truly are. Instead the view o f women is intertwined with
the fact that some areas in Nevada allow prostitution as a legal enterprise. It is surprising
when people learn that prostitution is illegal in Las Vegas and that dancers and showgnls
are no more likely than secretaries to be prostitutes. These myths and felse images did not
seem to inquct black women who did not particÿate m the high profile, financially
lucrative roles o f house dancers. Afiican American women were only marginally involved,
a situation still true today.
It seems that the Las Vegas sensual image o f women would impact on sexual
harassment in a negative manner. Yet black women interviewed for this research
encountered thousands o f hotel guests and never experienced problems with uninvited
sexual advances. This was a surprising and difficult to interrupt aspect o f the research
findings. The history of white men and black women as sexual partners in unequal
relationsh^s o f power is well known. Las Vegas was ripe for a continuation o f these
kinds o f relationships. Racism was pervasive. White male hotel guests were in a position
o f power as regular customers o f the industry. And maids were in an mferior, sexually
vulnerable position where exploitation would have been quite easy. Many fi*equent
gamblers were fi’om the South. Why did their behavior pattern change, especially in Las
Vegas where “everything sinful” appeared to have been allowed? Is it possible that
interviewees dismissed sexual advances so lightly because they had acquired the
confidence to handle these situations given their ability to quickly obtain other jobs? They
knew that the powerful Culinary Union retained experts to handle such cases.
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Historian, Darlene Clark Hine, has suggested that rape and the threat o f rape
influenced the development o f a culture o f dissemblance among black women. She
defined this culture as the "behavior and attitudes o f Black women that created the
appearance o f openness and disclosure but actually shielded the truth o f their inner lives
and selves firom their oppressors.” Hine ended her informative research by stating that
black migrants formed women’s clubs which enabled them to assemble a protest
infrastructure and to create a selfconscious black women’s culture o f resistance. These
organizations shaped and honed the culture o f dissemblance groundmg it in protest and
resistance and thus allowing the creation o f positive alternative images o f their sexual
selves and facilitated black women’s mental and physical survival in a hostile world.^
Dissemblance is the act o f concealing true feelings. Behind the wall o f invisibility society
has constructed around black women is a veil o f secrecy that they have themselves
erected. The solidarity and sisteAood fostered by membersh^ in the Culinary Union and
a common background o f life in Fordyce and Tallualh probably aided in their emotional,
physical, and mental survival in Las Vegas. Black women also had strong spiritual
foundations and the support o f their churches where they assumed leadership roles and
assisted in the financial well-being o f the church community. The high confidence level
they attained in the black community was carried over into the back-of-the-house.
This research on Afiican American women in the gaming industry in Las Vegas, like
that o f black women’s history nationwkle, is in its embryonic stages. Black women’s

‘ Dadene Claik Ifine, “Rape and the hmer Lives of Black Women in the Vfiddle West: Pteliminaxy
Thoughts on the Cultote ofDissemMance,” in Unequal Sisters: A Multicultural Reader in U.S.
Women’s History, eds. Ellen Carol DuBois and Vidd L. Ruiz (New Yodc Routledge, 1990)., 292 &
296-7.
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history, at this point in its unfolding, needs to be a separate disc^line from that o f black
men and white women. While researchmg statistical data and historic occurrences, it was
distracting and annoying to attempt to determine where black women were located withm
the data. Were they included with blacks or women? M ost often they were included as an
afterthought in a small isolated paragraph. Black women cannot be conq>ared with white
women just as African American history cannot be compared with white EuroAmerican
history. Their life experiences have been too d if^ e n t for too long. It is true that all
women are oppressed by sexism, but Evelyn Higginbotham is correct, the impact o f racism
has not been fully exposed. Slavery ended in 1865. Blacks attained basic human rights in
1964 and 1965, merely thirty-two years ago. Black women have more obstacles to
overcome than any other group in the choir. Slowly and carefully the black woman’s
voice can be added to those o f black men, white women, and white men. Soon, all o f
these voices can be blended into one cohesive set o f lyrics.
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